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Accordion players

- Jiminez, Jr., Santiago; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:14-18
- Polacheck, Dave; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:20-28

Adams, Alice Kay - author “The Passing of Fred Price”; winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:17

Adams, Sheila Kay - author “Granny’s Birthday”; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:18-19+

African-American Tradition in Old-Time Music; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:15-18, summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:4-7, summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:27-31, summer 95 vol.4 no.8:30-40, fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:12+

Alabama

- Birmingham; summer 88 vol.1 no.4:29-30
- Sand Mountain; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:13-17

Alden, Ray - author “Kimbles of Laurel Fork: Part I,” spring 91 vol.2 no.7:9-11, “Kimble Family Story: Part II”; summer 91 vol.2 no.8:16-21, “On The Road: Visiting and Recording the Fogies”; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:18-26

Allen, Greg - author “The American Folklife Center”; winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:12

American Folklife Center; winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:12

Applebee, Kenny and Norma Lou Applebee - authors “Role of the Backup Guitar in Missouri Fiddling”; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:18-19

Applebee, Norma Lou and Kenny Applebee - authors “Role of the Backup Guitar in Missouri Fiddling”; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:18-19

Arizona; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:14-16

Arkansas; spring 89 vol.1 no.7:28-30

Arkansas

- Little Rock; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:26-27

Arthur, Danny; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:19-22

Artists

- Finster, Howard; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:28
• Rosenbaum, Art; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:22-35
• Stouten, Molly; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:25-30

Ash Grove; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:16-20

Ask Uncle Harold; winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:21, spring 91 vol.2 no.7:38+, summer 91 vol.2 no.8:22, fall 91 vol.3 no.1:17, winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:31

Association of String Instrument Artisans (ASIA); winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:35

Austin Friends of Traditional Music; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:20-28
  **Autoharp players**
  • Kimble, Doris; summer 91 vol.2 no.8:16-21
  • Vermillion, Myrtle; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:4-8

Babson, Walter Raleigh 1900-1987; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:11

Bad Livers; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:11-13

Bailey, DeFord; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:32-36+

Baker, Etta; spring 90 vol.2 no.3:9-12

  **Ballad Singers**
  • Barnhill, Sheila Adams; spring 89 vol.1 no.7:6-9

  **Ballads**
  • “Omie Wise”; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:25-30

Banjo construction; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:9-11, summer 97 vol.5 no.8:34-35

  **Banjo makers**
  • Didlake, Scott; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:12-14
  • Enoch, Kevin; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:35+
  • Traynam, Mac; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:9-11

  **Banjo players**
  • Barnes, Danny; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:11-13
  • Benford, Mac; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:26-33
  • Bing, Tim; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:19-22
  • Brand, Keith; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:22-29
• Brislin, Kate; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:28-37+
• Bumgarner, Samantha; winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:6-9
• Carter, Tom; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:20-24
• Cawthorn, Mabel; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:32
• Cousin Emmy; spring 90 vol.2 no.3:13-15
• Eversole, Ethan; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:20-23+
• Freeny, Samuel Carlton; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:10-11
• Gellert, Dan; fall 88 vol.1 no.5:17-20
• Goehring, Rick; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:20-26
• Gribble, Murphy; summer 90 vol.2 no. 4:27-31
• Hausenfluck, Harold; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:31-34
• Helton, Ernest; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:14-15
• Hughes, Lena Jones; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:19
• Jarrell, Tommy; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:36-42
• Jay, Abner; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:31
• Kimble, Doris; summer 91 vol.2 no.8:16-21
• Kimble, Stella; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:9-11
• Ledford, Lily May; spring 90 vol.2 no.3:13-15
• Leftwich, Brad; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:24-28
• Macon, Uncle Dave; summer 91 vol.2 no.8:10-11
• Mansfield, Bill; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:7-8
• Milnes, Gerry; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:12-15
• Molsky, Bruce; winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:6-10
• Norris, Fate; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:8-12+
• Nuckolls, Edison; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:38-46, summer 96 vol.5 no.4:26-35
• O’Day, Molly; spring 90 vol.2 no.3:13-15
• Olsen, Eric; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:20-24
• Overton, A. C.; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:14-20
• Owen, Blanton; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:20-24
• Poole, Charlie; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:8-9+
• Reed, Ola Belle Campbell; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:17-22
• Rosenbaum, Art; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:22-35
• Sexton, Morgan; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:19-21
• Sinclair, Rose; summer 88 vol.1 no.4:7
• Staggers, Jake; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:33
• Thompson, Donald “Tommy”; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:26-30
• Thompson, Odell; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:9, summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:4-7
• Trayham, Mac; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:9-11

Asch, Moses; fall 97 vol. 6 no.1:16-19, 28, 56

Australia; spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:24

Banjos
• Gourd; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:35-36, spring 97 vol.5 no.7:12-14
• History; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:38-39+

Banjos; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:37

Bare, Ted; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:26-30

Barnes, Danny; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:11-13

Barnes, Doc; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:26

Barnes, Lucy; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:26

Barnhill, Sheila Adams; spring 89 vol.1 no.7:6-9, Family tree; spring 89 vol.1 no.7:41

Barton, Cathy and Dave Para - authors “Taylor McBaine”; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:23

Bass players
• Cleland, Jenny; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:26-33
• Drucker, June; summer 88 vol.1 no.4:9
• Durham, Mel; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:22-29
• Gibson, Greg; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:19-22
• Poole, Barbara; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:29-30
• Rubin, Mark; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:11-13
• Scala, Alex; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:27

**Basses**; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:31-32

**Beam, John**; winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:22-26

**Benford, Mac** - author “Buy or Bye!”; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:12-16, “Folklorists & Us - An Account of Our Curious and Changing Relationship”; spring 89 vol.1 no.7:22-27, “Finger Lakes Grass Roots Festival of Music & Dance”; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:20

**Benford, Mac**; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:26-33

**Benge, Daisy Dell**; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:9-10+

**Benge, Eddie**; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:9-10+

**Berbaum, Ed and Geraldine Mendel Berbaum** - authors “Jehile Kirkhuff Story”; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:12-17

**Berbaum, Geraldine Mendel and Ed Berbaum** - authors “Jehile Kirkhuff Story”; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:12-17

**Bernhardt, Jack** - author “Legends - No. 2: Charlie Poole”; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:8-9+

**Bibliographies**

• Dancing; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:16, winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:17

**Bing Brothers**; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:19-22

**Bing, Dave**; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:19-22

**Bing, Mike**; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:19-22

**Bing, Tim**; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:19-22

**Blech, Kerry** - author “100 Essential Old-Time Albums”; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:6-8, “Guthrie T. Meade, May 17, 1932 - February 9, 1991”; summer 91 vol.2 no.8:8

**Blech, Kerry**; fall 88 vol.1 no.5:4

**Blevins, Frank**; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:14-20

**Bluegrass Category for Grammy Awards**; winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:10

**Bluegrass music**; summer 88 vol.1 no.4:18-19
Blues Singers

- Garrett, Robert “Bud”; summer 88 vol.1 no.4:11

Bluestein, Evo - author “A Tribute To Sweet’s Mill: Same Old Man Living At The Mill”; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:32-41

Bluestein, Gene - author “A Conversation with Buell Kazee”; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:23-26+

Boggs, Dock; fall 98 vol. 6 no.5:24

Bovee, Bob - author “Way Out West: Cowboy Songs and Singers”; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:6-9

Bowing, Fiddle; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:20-21, summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:22-23

Bowing Workshop; winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:30-31, fall 91 vol.3 no.1:40-41, spring 92 vol.3 no.3:38, summer 93 vol.3 no.8:30-31, spring 94 vol.4 no.3:40, summer 94 vol.4 no.4:32-33

Bowles, Jim; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:16-19

Bowman, Ray - author “Big Singin’ May 22,1988”; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:8-9, “Guthrie T. Meade, May 17, 1932 - February 9, 1991”; summer 91 vol.2 no.8:8-9+

Bowman, Richard; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:3-4

Bows, Violin; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:37-39+

Boyd, Luther; summer 88 vol.1 no.4:21

Bradley, Hank - author “Otis Burris - A Personal Reminiscence”; spring 89 vol.1 no.7:18-19

Bradley, Hank; winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:28-34

Bradley, Hank - author “Ron Hughey - Some Memories”; spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:26

Bradshaw, Elizabeth; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:20-28

Brand, Keith; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:22-29

Branson, Jim - author “Seedtime On The Cumberland Festival of Traditional Mountain Arts”; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:8-9

Brassieur, C. Ray - author “Three Characteristics of Missouri French Fiddling: Early, Often, and Toujours”; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:16

Brewer, Kahle; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:18-19

Brislin, Kate; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:28-37+

Brose, David A. - author “Dwight Lamb: A Western Iowa Fiddler - Interview”; winter
Brown, Paul - author “Knowing Fields Ward in His Later Years”; summer 88 vol.1 no.4:15, “Through the Flippen Filter: The Life, Times, and Tunes of Benton Flippen”; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:16-22+

Brown, Susan - author “Daisy Bell Benge & The Front Porch Dance Company”; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:9-10+

Bruce, Johnny; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:24

Bryan, Addison; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:5

Bumgarner, Samantha; winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:6-9

Burris, Otis 1917-1989; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:9

Burris, Otis; spring 89 vol.1 no.7:15-21

Business, Music; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:18-20, winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:11+, spring 92 vol.3 no.3:13, summer 92 vol.3 no.4:17-18, fall 92 vol.3 no.5:17, summer 93 vol.3 no.8:11, spring 94 vol.4 no.3:14-15, summer 94 vol.4 no.4:18-19

Byxbe, Virgil and Edith - authors “A Short History of Sweet’s Mill”; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:35

Calhoun, Walker; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:24-28

California

- Hollywood; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:16-20
- San Diego; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:28-29
- San Francisco; fall 96 vol.5 no.5:18-26
- Southern; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:22-29
- Sweet’s Mill; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:32-41

Canaday, Leroy; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:17-18

Cannon, Hal; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:12-13


Carlin, Bob - author “Down in Old Hollow: Sutphin Family Music”; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:30
Carolina Night Hawks; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:26-30
Carpenter, French; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:36-41
Carpenter, Tom; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:40
Carson, John; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:10-14
Carter Family; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:22-24, summer 92 vol.3 no.4:8-10
Carter, A.P.; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:8-10
Carter, Janette; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:22-24
Carter, Joe; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:22-24
Carter, Maybelle; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:8-10
Carter, Sara; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:8-10
Carter, Tom; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:12-13, spring 95 vol.4 no.7:20-24
Cauthen, Joyce - author “Johnson Family Band: ‘Famous’ on Sand Mountain”; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:13-17
Cawthorn, Mabel; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:32
Cherokee Culture; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:24-28
Chicago Barn Dance Company; fall 97 vol.6 no. 1:10-14
Coffey, Betsy Rutherford - author “Fields Ward” (poem); summer 88 vol.1 no.4:17
Coffey, John - author “Fields Ward 1911-1987”; summer 88 vol.1 no.4:12-16
Cohen, John - author “Conversation with Chad Crumm & Keith Brand of the Hix”; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:22-29
Cohen, John - author “An Interview with Roscoe Holcomb”; summer 98 vol. 6 no.4:24

Cole, Ron - author “On And Off The Road With ‘Backwards Sam’: An Interview with Record Collector, Auctioneer, & Musician, Mike Stewart”; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:16-19

Collins, Jim - author “Who Still Follows the Pied Piper of Canterbury?”; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:10-13

Colorado; spring 89 vol.1 no.7:12-13

Conte, Pat - author “Don’t You Remember the Time - Samuel Carlton Freeny 1913-1987”; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:10-11

Contests; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:45-47

Contest Judging; spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:15

Cool, Blackie; spring 89 vol.1 no.7:5

Coon Creek Girls; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:8-12

Cotten, Elizabeth; winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:11-13

Cottrell, Allin - author “A Scottish Perspective”; fall 88 vol.1 no.5:15-16

Coulson, Leonard; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:12-13

Country Music Foundation; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:28-29

Cowboy Music; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:6-9

Cox, Charlie; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:26-35

Crumm, Chad; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:22-29

Curley, Clyde - author “Festival of American Fiddle Tunes”; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:34-36

Currie, John - author “Here & There”; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:4-7, spring 95 vol.4 no.7:5-8, summer 95 vol.4 no.8:5-11, fall 95 vol.5 no.1:6-11, winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:4-9, spring 96 vol.5 no.3:4-8+, summer 96 vol.5 no.4:4-9+, fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:3-8, winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:5-8+, spring 97 vol.5 no.7:4-7+, summer 97 vol.5 no.8:4-8

Curtiss, Lou - author “A Reminiscent Discourse”; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:36, “In 1966 when I first came to Sweet’s Mill”; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:34

Dalsemer, Bob - author “‘Hurry Children, Don’t Be Slow’ - The Dunmore Dance”; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:10-13, “Glenville Dance”; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:9-13+

Dalsemer, Bob - author “The Helvetia Square Dance”; fall 98 vol. 6 no.5:12

Dalton, Frank; fall 88 vol.1 no.5:4
Dance callers

- Benge, Daisy Dell; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:9-10+
- Carpenter, Buck; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:10-13
- Carpenter, James; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:10-13
- Laufman, Dudley; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:10-13
- Lowrey, George, 1927-1987; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:11
- Samples, Mac; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:9-13+

Dance Calls; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:9-11+

Dancers

- Calhoun, Walker; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:24-28
- Dotson, Myrtle; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:16-17
- Dotson, Robert; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:16-17
- Green Grass Cloggers; fall 88 vol.1 no.5:22-24
- Hall, William; summer 88 vol.1 no.4:21
- Hayden, Hoy; summer 88 vol.1 no.4:21
- Hicks, Stanley; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:4-5+
- Hinton, Algia Mae; summer 90 vol.2 no.4:6-8
- Hood, Joe; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:12-14+
- Kesterson, James; fall 88 vol.1 no.5:24-27
- Roberson, Oscar; spring 90 vol.2 no.3:5-6
- Rogers, Eula; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:4-5+
- Watson, Ora; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:12+
- Watson, Willard; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:18-19

Dancing; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:10-11, spring 92 vol.3 no.3:10-12, 41-42+, summer 92 vol.3 no.4:11-16+, fall 92 vol.3 no.5:12-16, winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:13-16, summer 93 vol.3 no.8:8-10+, fall 93 vol.4 no.1:8-9, winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:14-17+, spring 94 vol.4 no.3:10-13, 33, summer 94 vol.4 no.4:16-17, fall 94 vol.4 no.5:7+, winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:10-11, winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:10-13, spring 96 vol.5 no.3:10-13, summer 96 vol.5 no.4:10-13, fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:9-11, winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:10-13, spring 97 vol.5 no.7:9-11+, summer 97 vol.5 no.8:9-13+
Dancing, Buck; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:14

Dancing, Contradancing; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:8-10

Dancing, Flatfoot; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:18-19, summer 88 vol.1 no.4:20-22

Dancing, Square; spring 89 vol.1 no.7:28-30, summer 89 vol.1 no.8:23-25, spring 91 vol.2 no.7:6-8+, summer 91 vol.2 no.8:12-15

Daniel, Wayne W. - author “Eric and Ethan Eversole - The Renfro Valley Barn Dance’s Youthful Link to Its Traditional Past”; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:20-23+

Darby, Tom; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:6-7

Davis, Amy with others - author “Mount Airy Fiddlers Convention - 25 Years!”; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:20-24+


Delmore Brothers; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:8-11

Delmore, Alton; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:8-11

Delmore, Rabon; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:8-11

Denton Dance; summer 98 vol.6 no.4:12

Deseret String Band; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:12-13

DesRosiers, Mary - author ”Contradancing: Preservation and Evolution“; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:8-10

Dickey, Lotus; spring 90 vol.2 no.3:8

Dillon, Tom; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:34-36


Dirlam, Hilary; fall 88 vol.1 no.5:2

Discographies

• Alden, Ray; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:25

• Blevins, Frank and His Tar Heel Rattlers; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:17
• Blizard, Ralph; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:55
• Bradley, Hank; winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:34
• Brislin, Kate; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:37
• Bumgarner, Samantha; winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:9
• Carolina Night Hawks; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:17
• Graham, Mark; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:15
• Helton Brothers; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:28
• Highwoods Stringband; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:32
• Leftwich, Brad; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:28
• Molsky, Bruce; winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:10
• North Carolina Ridge Runners; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:17
• Skillet Lickers; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:12
• Stecher, Jody; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:36-37
• Thompson, Ernest; winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:20
• Woodie Brothers; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:45
• Woodie, Ephraim and The Henpecked Husbands; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:45

Donley, Anne Morrow - author “Blond-Haired Kid Who Can Really Fiddle”; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:16-19, “Communicating the Joy - Mary Hardy Roberts”; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:18-19

Donley, Timothy; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:16-19

Dorschug, Doug; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:26-33

Dotson, Myrtle; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:16-17

Dotson, Robert; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:16-17

Double Decker String Band; winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:22-26

Douglas, Wilson; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:36-41

Drucker, June; summer 88 vol.1 no.4:9

DuBose, Terry - author “Split Rail”; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:26

Dulcimer Players
• Owen, Vicky; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:20-24

**Dykes Magic City Trio**; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:4-8

**Eacker, Geoff** - author “Five String Banjo”; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:34-35

**Edelman, Larry** - author “11 Ways to Learn to Call Traditional Square Dance”; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:23-25

**Enloe, Lyman**; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:18

**Enoch, Kevin**; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:35+

**Eversole, Eric**; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:20-23+

**Eversole, Ethan**; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:20-23+

**Fallon, Linda, obit.;** winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:15

**Fat City Stringband**; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:26-33

**Feldmann, Peter** - author “Report from California - The 3rd Annual Roots Festival, May 3-5 - Adams Park, San Diego, California”; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:25, “Old-Time Hits the Big-Time in Hollywood USA”; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:16-20

**Festival Guide 1990 (corrected)**; spring 90 vol.2 no.3:21-24 **Festival Guide 1991**; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:23-28

**Festival Guide 1992**; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:17-22

**Festival Guide 1993**; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:27-35

**Festival Guide 1994**; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:24-33+

**Festival Guide 1995**; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:29-34+

**Festival Guide 1996!**; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:14-22+

**Festival Guide 1997!**; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:15-24

**Festival Guide 1998!**; spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:28

**Festivals**

• “3rd Annual Roots Festival, May 3-5, Adams Park, San Diego, California”; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:25

• “Brandywine Mountain Music Convention - 20th Anniversary, July 9-11, 1993”; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:32

• “Christian Harmony Singing at Etowah, N.C.”; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:36-37

• “Clifftop - An Open Armed Convention”; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:45-47
• “Festival of American Fiddle Tunes, Tradition, & Legacy”; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:34-36
• “Finger Lakes Grass Roots Festival of Music & Dance”; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:20
• “Glenville Dance”; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:9-13+
• “Indiana Fiddlers Gathering, Battleground, Indiana, June 27-29, 1997”; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:30
• “J. P. Fraley Mountain Music Gatherin’”; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:15
• “Lake Genero Festival/Party, Labor Day Weekend, Aug. 30 - Sept. 2, 1996”; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:15
• “Merle Watson Memorial Festival - 1994”; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:36
• “MerleFest ‘96”; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:27
• “Mid-America Old-Time Fiddling Championship & Convention, Bethel, Missouri, June 16-18, 1995”; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:23
• “Seedtime on the Cumberland, Festival of Traditional Mountain Arts”; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:8-9
• “Summer Music & Dance Weeks 1993”; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:33
• “West Virginia State Folk Festival - June 20 - 22, 1996”; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:25
• “White Top Mountain Festival”; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:38-46
• “Willow Folk Festival, Stockton, Ill., Aug. 10-11”; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:36

Festivals! ; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:26-27

Fiddle Contests; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:21

Fiddle Puppet Dancers Continuing Fund Raiser for Amy; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:23

Fiddlers

• Benge, Eddie; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:9-10+
• Bing, Dave; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:19-22
• Blevins, Frank; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:14-20
• Blizard, Ralph; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:14-17+
• Bowles, Jim; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:16-19
• Bowman, Richard; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:3-8
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  • Coffey, John; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:19
  • Hicks, Bill; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:18-19
  • Lowry, C.; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:19
  • Thieme, Art; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:43
• Responses to “Dare to Be Square!”
  • Reed, Robert; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:24-25
• Responses to “Folklorists & Us”
  • Beisswenger, Drew; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:20-22
  • Brown, Susan; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:25-26
  • Gwin, Ira; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:21-22
  • Owen, Blanton; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:22
  • Schwarz, Tracy; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:27
  • Stecher, Jody; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:26-27
  • Vittek, Jenny Cleland; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:21
• Russell, Tony - response; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:
  • 31-32
  • Seeger, Mike - response; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:23-24
  • Sheehy, Dan - response; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:23+
  • Shombert, Dave - author “Old-Time Songs: Worth Singing & Worth Saving”; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:31+
  • Shombert, Dave - response; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:23
  • Stecher, Jody - response; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:23
  • Stone, Sheila; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:30-31
• Sutherland, Pete, “Beware of Old-Time Music Revivals: The Henry ”Ford Story“; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:33-37
• Tyler, Paul, "Voices from the Villages"; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:32-34+
• Whitesides, Cathie; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:24
• Wilson, Joe, "Confessions of a Folklorist"; spring 90 vol.2 no.3:25-31
• Wisdom, Bill; summer 91 vol.2 no.8: 31-32+

**Jabbour, Alan;** summer 91 vol.2 no.8:24-28+, spring 95 vol.4 no.7:20-24

**Jabbour, Alan;** “Missouri Profiles”; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:12-13

**Jackson, Ken** - author “Seedstock for the Future: Larry MacBride and Marimac Recordings”;

spring 95 vol.4 no.7:25-28


**Jamison, Phil;** fall 88 vol.1 no.5:3

**Jamison, Phil** - author “Mountain Legacy - A Celebration of Southern Appalachian Dance and Music”; spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:12


**Japan;** winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:11-12

**Jarrell, Benjamin Franklin;** spring 88 vol.1 no.3:30-31

**Jarrell, Tommy;** fall 91 vol.3 no.1:22-29, winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:36-42, summer 94 vol.4 no.4:24-28
Jay, Abner; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:31

Jenkins, Dewitt "Snuffy“, obit; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:28

Jiminez, Jr., Santiago; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:14-18

Johnson Family String Band; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:13-17

Johnson, Craig; fall 88 vol.1 no.5:4, winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:22-26

Johnson, Craig - author "Going for the Intangible: A Conversation with Bruce Molsky“; winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:6-10, "Jam Session Etiquette: Observations and Confessions“; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:18-20, "Remembering Kahle Brewer“; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:18-19

Johnson, Vesta Wilson; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:22

Johnston, Dean; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:18+

Jones, Loyal - author "Interviews with John Lair“; winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:8-15

Jones, Ramona; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:16-20

Journeys; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:18-26, winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:10-13

Judd, Kirk - author “In The Cabin” - poem; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:20, “I’ve Heard ‘Em Play: A Personal Reminiscence of the Bing Brothers”; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:19-22

Judging, Contest; spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:15

Justice, Kay; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:20-23

Kaminkow, Joan - author “In the British Isles”; spring 90 vol.2 no.3:7

Kane, Ron; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:12-13

Kazee, Buell; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:23-26+

Kazee, Buell - author “Buell Kazee’s Banjo Instructor”; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:35-37

Kennison, James - author “Fiddlin’ Arthur Smith: A Son Remembers”; summer 90 vol.2 no. 4:15-17, “Memories of Louisvile Radio”; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:14-16+

Kent, Dot - author “Frolics: African American House Dance Traditions of the North Carolina Piedmont”; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:9-11+

Kent, Dot - author “A Visit with Mark Gunther of the Chicago Barn Dance Company”; fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:10-14

Kentucky; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:19-22

    Kentucky
        • Benton; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:8-9
• Cumberland Plateau; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:27-28
• Jamestown; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:18-26
• Letcher County; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:6-8+
• Monroe County; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:16-19
• Rockcastle County; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:20-23+
• Whitesburg; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:8-9

Kentucky/Virginia Borderlands; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:12-15

Kesterson, James; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:24-27

Kimble family; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:9-11, summer 91 vol.2 no.8:16-21
Kimble, Doris; summer 91 vol.2 no.8:16-21
Kimble, Hazel; summer 91 vol.2 no.8:16-21
Kimble, Ivery; summer 91 vol.2 no.8:16-21
Kimble, Stella; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:9-11
Kimble, Taylor; summer 91 vol.2 no.8:16-21, summer 91 vol.2 no.8:9-11

King, Pee Wee; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:14-16+

Kirkhuff, Jehile - author “Blind Fiddler” - poem; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:13, “Comb of Clover
Honey” - poem; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:14
Kirkhuff, Jehile; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:12-17

Klassen, Teri - author “Folk Musician Lotus Dickey Dies at Age 77”; spring 90 vol.2 no.3:8 “Brad Leftwich - Old-Time Fiddler”; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:24-28

Kline, Michael - author “Where the Ravens Roost: Songs and Ceremonies of Big Cove”; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:24-28

Koehler, Esther; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:8-12

Koken, Walt; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:26-33

Kuhns, Barb - author “21 Essential Recordings - Where Old-Time and Bluegrass Meet”; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:19-20, “J. P. Fraley’s Mountain Music Gatherin’”; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:15

Lair, John; winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:8-15, winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:8-12
Lamb, Dwight; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:10-13

Larisch, Kathy - author “A Weekend At Sweet’s Mill Ranch”; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:37

Laskey, Mark - author “Profile: Kevin Enoch - Banjo Builder”; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:35+

Laufman, Dudley; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:10-13

Laur, Katie - author “Gathering In The Valley”; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:22-24

Leake County Stringband; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:10-11

Ledford, Lily May; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:8-12

Ledford, Rosie; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:8-12

Leftwich, Brad; fall 88 vol.1 no.5:2, summer 94 vol.4 no.4:24-28


Letters; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:2, winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:2-4, spring 88 vol.1 no.3:2-3, summer 88 vol.1 no.4:2-4, fall 88 vol.1 no.5:6-9, winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:2-5, spring 89 vol.1 no.7:2-5, summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:2-3, fall 89 vol.2 no.1:2-3, winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:2, spring 90 vol.2 no.3:2-3, summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:2-3, fall 90 vol.2 no.5:2-3+, winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:2-3, spring 91 vol.2 no.7:2-3, summer 91 vol.2 no.8:2-4, fall 91 vol.3 no.1:2-4, winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:2-3, spring 92 vol.3 no.3:2-3, summer 92 vol.3 no.4:2-3, fall 92 vol.3 no.5:2-3, winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:2-3, spring 93 vol.3 no.7:2, summer 93 vol.3 no.8:2-4, fall 93 vol.4 no.1:2-3, winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:2-3, spring 94 vol.4 no.3:2-5, summer 94 vol.4 no.4:2-3, fall 94 vol.4 no.5:2-3, winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:2-3, spring 95 vol.4 no.7:2-3, summer 95 vol.4 no.8:2-4, fall 95 vol.5 no.1:2-4, winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:2-3, spring 96 vol.5 no.3:2-3, summer 96 vol.5 no.4:2-3, fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:2, winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:2-3, spring 97 vol.5 no.7:2-3, summer 97 vol.5 no.8:2-3

Levy, Marion Leighton; fall 95 vol.5 no.1: 35-37+

Lilly, John - author “Legends - No. 4: Jimmy Rodgers”; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:7-9, “Legends - No. 5: Carter Family”; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:8-10, “Delmore Brothers”; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:8-11, “Coon Creek Girls”; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:8-12, “New Radio
Group Forms”; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:46, “Old-Time Music on the Radio Conference”; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:18, “Skillet Lickers”; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:8-12+, “Old-Time Music & the Folk Alliance”; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:5 “Old-Time Music in the CD Era - an Update”; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:13+, “1996 Old-Time Music and Radio Conference Planned”; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:4, “Conference Planned”; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:9+

Lilly, John - author Old-Time Music on the Radio; fall 98 vol. 6 no.5:5

Lippincott, Peter - author “Traditional Dance in Missouri”; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:10-11

Long, Will West; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:24-28

Lornell, Kip - author “Roanoke Country Radio from 1924-1954”; summer 88 vol.1 no.4:25-26

Louisiana

- Breaux Bridge; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:18-26
- New Orleans; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:18-26

Lowe, Rosemary Leary - author “Plum Thickets and Field Daisies, An Exerpt: ‘String Bands’ & ‘Banjo Pickers’ In An African American Community Circa 1900”; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:12+

Lowrey, George; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:11

Lupton, John - author Old-Time Music on the Radio; spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:

Lusk, John; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:27-31

Luzader, Randall M. - author “West Virginia State Folk Festival - June 20-22, 1996”; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:25

Mabus, Joel - author; “Fiddler’s Reply” - poem; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:27

MacBride, Larry; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:25-28

MacBride, Larry - obit; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:52

Macon, Uncle Dave; summer 91 vol.2 no.8:10-11

Madden, Susan - author Old-Time Music on the Radio; fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:6-9, 56

Malone, Bill - author “Memories of Austin and Threadgill’s”; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:20-22+

Mamlin, Nancy - author “Dance Shoes: Sole Music”; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:10-13, “Pike’s Peak or Bust! On the Road With The Blue Ridge Road Gang”; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:10-13
**Mandolin players**

- Bare, Ted; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:26-30
- Bing, Mike; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:19-22
- Clifton, Verlen; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:40-41
- Stecher, Jody; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:28-37+

**Mansfield, Bill**; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:7-8, fall 88 vol.1 no.5:5

**Marshall, Howard**; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:17


**Martin, Judy** - author “Banjo Pickin’ Girl: The Life and Music of Ola Belle Campbell Reed”; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:17-22

**Martin, Wayne** - author “Joe and Odell Thompson”; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:4-7, “In the fiddling of the old masters...”; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:16-17, “50 Essential Recordings of Old-Time Music”; winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:16-20, “Legendary Dedrick Harris: New Facts Come to “Light”; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:32

**Maryland**; winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:22-26

**Mays, Dwight** - author “Ode to Willie Forest” (poem); summer 88 vol.1 no.4:5

**McBaine, Taylor**; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:23

**McCann, Gordon** - author “Art Galbraith”; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:24, “Bob Walsh”; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:12-13, “Leonard Smith”; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:20-21, “Lonnie Robertson”; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:12-13

**McClurg, Ailene**; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:20-22

**McClurg, Lester**; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:20-22

**McIntosh County Shouters**; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:30

**McLerie, Jeanie** - author “Report on Galax - 1987: 52nd Annual Fiddlers Convention”; winter 87-8 vol.1 no.2:10

**McMahan, Pete**; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:23-24

**McMichen, Clayton**; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:14-16, winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:8-12+
McMillen, Margot Ford - author “Dean Johnston”; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:18+

McMillon, Bobby; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:12-14

Meade, Guthrie T., obit; summer 91 vol.2 no.8:8

Menius, Art - author “Here & There”; winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:4-5, spring 91 vol.2 no.7:4-5+, summer 91 vol.2 no.8:5-7, fall 91 vol.3 no.1:5-7, winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:4-5, spring 92 vol.3 no.3:4-6, summer 92 vol.3 no.4:4-6+, winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:4-7, spring 93 vol.3 no.7:4-6, summer 93 vol.3 no.8:6-7, fall 93 vol.4 no.1:4+, winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:4-6+, spring 94 vol.4 no.3:6-9, “Old-Time and Bluegrass: Bridging the Gap”; summer 88 vol.1 no.4:18-19

Merle Watson Memorial Festival; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:36

MerleFest ‘95; “Traditional Music & Dance Stage Hosted by the Old-Time Herald April 28-30”; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:19

MerleFest ‘96; “The Traditional Music & Dance Stage - April 26-28”; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:27

MerleFest ‘97; “Traditional Music and Dance Stages - April 25-27”; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:55

Meyer, Roscoe C.; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:14-16

Miller, Howard; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:26-30

Miller, Mike - author “Old-Time Music in Japan: A Small But Fanatic Following”; winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:11-12

Milnes, Gerry; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2: 12-15

Milnes, Gerry - author “‘Uncle Jack’ McElwain (1856-1938)”; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:34-36

Minnesota; winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:17, winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:32+

Mississippi, Carthage; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:10-11

Missouri

- Andrew County; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:10-11
- Boone County; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:14-15, winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:16, fall 94 vol.4 no.5:23, fall 94 vol.4 no.5:25
- Callaway County; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:16
- Central; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:10-12
- Chariton County; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:24
• Cole County; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:18
• Columbia; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:23-24
• Douglas County; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:26-30+
• Howard County; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:24+
• Lamar; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:18+
• Linn County; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:16-17
• McClurg; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:20-22
• Monroe County; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:17-18
• Northwest; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:19
• Ozark County; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:12-13
• Pulaski County; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:17
• Randolph County; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:17
• Shannon; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:12-13
• St. Louis County; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:32-34
• St. Louis; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:22
• Stark City; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:20-21
• Stover; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:24

Mitchell, Fleeta; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:27
Mitchell, Nathaniel; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:27
Molsky, Bruce; winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:6-10
Montana, Eastern; winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:13
Morris, Dale; fall 88 vol.1 no.5:3-4
Morris, George; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:14-15
Morton, David and Charles Wolfe - authors “DeFord Bailey: The Rest of the Story”; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:32-36+

Moses, Preston - author “Old Joe Clark: A Legend Behind A Song”; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:13-15

Mountain Ramblers; spring 89 vol.1 no.7:15-21
**Mountain Legacy;** spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:12


**Neithammer, Rusty** - author “Lake Genero Festival/Party, Labor Day Weekend, Aug. 30 - Sept. 2, 1996”; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:15

**Nelson, Jim** - author “Life and Times of Jim Bowles”; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:16-19

**Nevins, Tara;** summer 88 vol.1 no.4:8-9

**New Hampshire;** Canterbury; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:10-13

  **New Mexico**
  - Albuquerque; winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:23-24, fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:18-26
  - Bernal; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:12-15+

  **New York**
  - Big Moses Lake; summer 91 vol.2 no.8:12-15
  - New York; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:18-26

**Norris, Fate;** winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:8-12+

  **North Carolina**
  - Alamance County; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:9-11+
  - Alleghany County; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:41-42+, spring 96 vol.5 no.3:38-45, summer 96 vol.5 no.4:26-35
  - Ashe County; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:38-45, summer 96 vol.5 no.4:26-35, spring 91 vol.2 no.7:14-20
  - Asheville; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:9-11
  - Blue Ridge Mountains; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:25-26
  - Charlotte; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:12+, winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:15-16
  - Deep Gap area; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:4-5+
  - Harnett County; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:14-20
  - Lenoir; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:12-14
  - Madison County; spring 89 vol.1 no.7:6-9, spring 90 vol.2 no.3:17-20, winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:18-19+
• Orange County; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:9-11+, summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:4-7
• Piedmont area; spring 89 vol.1 no.7:13-14
• Surry County; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:3-6, fall 91 vol.3 no.1:22-29, fall 95 vol.5 no.1:16-22+, winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:36-42
• Watauga County; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:38-45, fall 90 vol.2 no.5:4-5+
• Western; winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:24-25

North Carolina Folk Heritage Awards; winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:33-34

Northwest U.S.; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:22-23

Norton, Dellie Chandler; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:18-19+

Norwegian-American tradition; winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:32+

Notation, Dance
• “Some Notated Steps of Flatfooters from Mabry Mill in Patrick County, Virginia”; spring 89 vol.1 no.7:32, Pershing, Ruth; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:7

Nowlin, Bill; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:35-37+

Nuckolls, Edison; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:26-35, spring 96 vol.5 no.3:38-46

Nusbaum, Phil - author “Frontier Legacy: Norwegian-American Traditional Music in Minnesota”; winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:32+

Ohio; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:20-26

Ohio, Northwest; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:30-40

Old-Time Herald; “Traditional Music Stage at the 6th Annual Merle Watson Memorial Festival”; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:11

Old-Time Music & Radio Conference; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:18

Old-Time Music & Radio Conference Coming Up; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:23

Old-Time Music on the Radio; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:46, winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:13, spring 94 vol.4 no.3:5, spring 95 vol.4 no.7:18

Olson, Eric; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:20-24

Olson, Eric J. and Mary C. Greene - authors “Christian Harmony Singing at Etowah, NC”; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:36-37

Ontario; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:21-23
Orr, Doug - author “Ralph Blizard: The Long Bow Master”; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6: 14-17+

Ortiz, Cleofes; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:12-15+

Overton, A. C.; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:14-20

Owen, Blanton; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:20-24

Owen, Blanton - author “Eck Robertson ‘Famous Cowboy Fiddler’”; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:20-25

Owen, Malcolm; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:20-24

Owen, Vicky; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:20-24

Para, Dave and Cathy Barton - authors “Taylor McBaine”; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:23

Parker, Maggie Hammons; fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:29-30

Patterson, Bobby; fall 88 vol.1 no.5:3

Pearl, Ed; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:16-20

Pennsylvania

• Philadelphia; fall 88 vol.1 no.5:28

• Susquehanna County; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:12-17

Perlman, Ken - author “Learning Fiddle Tunes on Prince Edward Island”; winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:22

Perry, Evelyn; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:8-12

Pershing, Ruth - author “A Visit”; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:6-8

Persinger, Cleo; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:25

Peterson, Cathy - author “Clifftop - An Open-Armed Celebration: The Appalachian String-Band Music Festival”; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:45-47

Peterson, David R. - author “Traditional Dance and Old-Time Religion”; spring 89 vol.1 no.7:28-30

Photographers

• Rosenbaum, Margo; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:32-33

• Sanderson, Mark; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:24-30

Pinson, Bob; summer 98 vol. 6 no.4:15; fall 98 vol. 6 no.5:16
Place, Amos Jacob, Sr.; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:30-40

Poetry

- Judd, Kirk, “In The Cabin”; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:20
- Kirkhoff, Jehile - author “Blind Fiddler”; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:13, “Comb of Clover Honey”; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:14
- Mabus, Joel, “Fiddlers’ Reply”; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:27
- Waldman, Ken, “Poem for Tom and Sally”; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:18
- Winchester, Faith Wagoner, “Flesh and Wood”; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:17, “Food and Drink”; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:16-17, “Imitating”; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:16, “Tools”; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:16, “Waltzing”; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:17

Polacheck, Dave; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:20-28
Poole, Barbara; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:5-7
Poole, Charlie; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:8-9+
Potts, Bob; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:26-33
Powers, John Cowan; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:10-14+
Price, Fred; winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:17
Prince Edward Island; winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:22

cross-ref Canada Prouty, Clarke - author “Getting Where You Want to Be' - Wayne Henderson”; winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:17

cross-ref guitarists Prouty, Clarke - author “Building a Gourd Banjo; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:35-36

Puckett, Riley; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:8-12+
Questionnaire Results; summer 91 vol.2 no.8:4
Radio; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:35, winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:26-27, fall 88 vol.1 no.5:33, spring 92 vol.3 no.3:14-16+, fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:17
Radio History; summer 88 vol.1 no.4:25-26
Radio Station WDBJ; summer 88 vol.1 no.4:25-26
Rakestraw, Joe; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:23
Recipes; Ivery’s Rum Cake”; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:Back Cover
Recipes - Jambalaya of Aunt Rooney; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:6
Record Collectors

- Stewart, Mike; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:16-19
- Zwigoff, Terry; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:24-32

Record Companies; Rounder; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:35-37+

Record Producers; MacBride, Larry; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:25-28

Recordings, Cowboy Music; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:6-9

Recordings; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:18-26, spring 95 vol.4 no.7:13+, 95 vol.4 no.7:14-17+

Recordings - lists
- Blech, Kerry, “100 Essential Old-Time Albums”; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:6-8
- Gillespie, Gail, “25 Essential Recordings”; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:12-15
- Kuhns, Barb, “21 Essential Recordings: Where Old-Time and Bluegrass Meet”; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:19-20
- Martin, Wayne, “50 Essential Recordings of Old-Time Music”; winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:16-20
- Seeger, Mike, “Selected Listening: Old-Time Fiddle Music”; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:21-22
- Smith, Lynn “Chirps”, “25 Essential Recordings”; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:13-15
- Tenenbaum, Molly, “Holiday Special! 25 Essential Albums: Music I Have Known & Loved”: winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:20-25

Red Mules; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:20-26

Reed, Clay; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:38-46

Reed, Ola Belle Campbell; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:17-22

Religion; spring 89 vol.1 no.7:28-30

Renfro Valley Barn Dance; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:20-23+, winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:8-15

Repair
- Banjo heads; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:29+
- Banjos; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:42, winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:35-36
- Fiddle pegs; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:33+
- Fiddles; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:33
• Guitar truss rods; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:41
• Guitars; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:29+, fall 93 vol.4 no.1:38-39, spring 93 vol.3 no.7:36-37, spring 96 vol.5 no.3:48, summer 93 vol.3 no.8:29+, winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:32+
• Instrument cases; winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:27-28
• Mandolin bridges; summer 91 vol.2 no.8:34-35
• Mandolins; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:42+

Reviews
• Abrams, Rick, Wild Goose - record; fall 88 vol.1 no.5:37-38
• Acme String Ensemble, Acme String Ensemble - cassette; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:40
• Acuff, Charlie - East Tennessee Fiddler (Video Review); fall 98 vol. 6 no.5:51
• Acuff, Charlie, Left-Handed Fiddler - cassette; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:42-43, summer 91 vol.2 no.8:46-47 198 vol. 6 no.5:53
• Adams, Sheila Kay, Don’t Get Above Your Raising - cassette; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:47-48
• Ainslie, Scott - Robert Johnson's Guitar Techniques (Video Review); summer 98 vol. 6 no.4:57
• Ainslie, Scott and Dave Whitehill, transcribers, Robert Johnson At the Crossroads: The Author-itative Guitar Transcriptions - book; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:51
• Albertson, Jim, Where the Crickets Fiddle - cassette; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:41
• Alden, Ray with various artists, Old-Time Friends - cassette; summer 88 vol.1 no.4:38
• Allen Street String Band, Thumping On A Well Rope - cassette; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:40
• Allen, Red and Frank Wakefield, Kitchen Tapes - CD; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:51-52
• Alllinder, Jenny, Jenny - cassette; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:55
• Amen Corner, Fame Apart - cassette; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:37-38
• Anderson, Virgil, Virgil Anderson: On the Tennessee Line - record; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:32
• Andrews, Molly and Duck Baker, Moving Business - CD; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:40
• Andrews, Molly and Duck Baker, American Traditional - record; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:43
• Anthology of Appalachian Music Vol. 3: Mountain Swing and Blues - record; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:48
• Anthology of Appalachian Music Vol.2: Mountain Instrumental Styles - record; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:43-44
• Any Old-Time String Band, I Bid You Good Night - CD; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:42-43
• Apodaca, Antonia, Recuerdos de Rociada - cassette; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:49
• Appalwood, Handpicked - record; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:32
• Ardoin, Alphone “Bois Sec” with Canray Fontenot, La Musique Creole - CD; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:42-43
• Ardoin, Amede, I’m Never Comin’ Back (The Roots of Zydeco) - CD; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:50-52
• Armstrong, Jenny, Cheerful and Easy, Vol. 1 - cassette; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:42
• Arthur, Emry, I Am A Man of Constant Sorrow - record; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:40-42
• Astrausky, Sandol and Mark Roberts, Horny Ewe - cassette; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:54
• Atkins, Chet - Rare Performances 1955-1975; winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:50
• Atkins, Chet - The Guitar of; winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:50
• Ayers, Joe and Eric Ayers, 19th Century Banjo Classics, Buckley’s Complete New Banjo Method Vol. 1 - cassette; summer 91 vol.2 no.8:45
• Back Step, Old Sport - cassette; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:50-51
• Bad Livers - Hogs on the Highway; winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:38
• Bad Livers, Horses in the Mines - CD; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:41-42
• Badgett Sisters, Just A Little While To Stay Here - cassette; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:52
• Badgett Sisters, The Voice That Refused To Die - cassette; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:42
• Baker, Duck and Molly Andrews, Moving Business - CD; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:40
• Baker, Duck and Molly Andrews, American Traditional - record; fall 93 vol.4
• Baker, Etta, One Dime Blues - CD; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:49-50
• Baker, Kenny, Master Fiddler - CD; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:45-46
• Bald Knob String Band, Bald Knob String Band - cassette; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:48
• Balfa Toujours, A Vielle Terre Haut - CD; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:54-56
• Balfa Toujours, Pop Tu Me Parles Toujours - CD; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:54-56
• Ball, E.C. and Orna - Through the Years 1937-1975; summer 98 vol. 6 no.4:47
• Barbecue Bob, Chocolate To The Bone - CD; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:45-46
• Barnhill, Sheila Adams, Loving Forward, Loving Back - cassette; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:40
• Barnhill, Sheila Adams, Spring in the Burton Cove - cassette; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:54-55
• Barrett, Terry and Kenny Hall, The Happy Neighbor Club - cassette; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:36
• Bartlett, Sam and Jamie Gans, Blue Earth: Fiddle Music from the Midwest - cassette; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:50
• Bayou Seco, Bayou Seco - cassette; fall 88 vol.1 no.5:38
• Bayou Seco, Following in the Tune Prints - CD; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:47-48
• Bean, Annemarie - Inside the Minstrel Mask (Book Review); fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:55-56
• Beausoleil - Arc de Triomphe Two Step; fall 98 vol. 6 no.5:48
• Beausoleil - The Best of; summer 98 vol. 6 no.4:46
• Bell Spur String Band, Bell Spur String Band - record; winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:39
• Benford, Mac and the Woodshed All-Stars, First Half Century - cassette; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:49-50
• Benford, Mac and the Woodshed All-Stars - Willow; summer 98 vol. 6 no.4:48
• Berlinger, Joe and Bruce Sinofsky, Brother’s Keeper - video; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:56
• Bernstein, Ira, Ira Bernstein, Ten-Toe Percussion: Clog, Tap, and Step Dancing - cassette; spring 89 vol.1 no.7:38
• Bernstein, Joel, Clyde Curley and Creighton Lindsay, Tunes of the Gods: Old-Time
Music for the Mandolin - cassette; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:52-53

- Bican, Honza & Friends, Pisnicky Zmrzleho Drevorubce (Songs of a Frozen Logger) - CD; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:51-52

- Bierl, Ray, Cowboy Dancing - Songs and Fiddle Tunes - cassette; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:49

- Bing Brothers, Just For The Sake Of It - cassette; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:38-39

- Bing, Dave, Family And Friends - cassette; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:50

- Blake, Nancy, Grand Junction - record; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:35-36

- Blake, Norman & Nancy, While Passing Along This Way - CD; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:41

- Blake, Norman & Nancy, Just Gimme Somethin’ I’m Used To - CD; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:37-38

- Blake, Norman, Mandolin of Norman Blake: Traditional and Original Tunes and Techniques - video; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:57-58

- Blank, Les, Sprout Wings and Fly - film; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:49

- Blaustein, Richard, Tune In On My Memories - cassette; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:41

- Bledsoe, Tom and Rich Kirby, Twins - record; winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:40

- Bliss, Laurel and Cliff Perry, Old Pal - CD; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:44

- Blizard, Ralph, Blizard Train - record; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:35-36

- Blizard, Ralph and the New Southern Ramblers, Southern Ramble - CD; fall 96 vol.5 no.5:48-49

- Blizard, Ralph and the New Southern Ramblers, Blizard Train - CD; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:49-50

- Blizard, Ralph, and John Lilly, Blue Highway - cassette; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:49-50

- Block, Rory, Power of Delta Blues Guitar I and II Taught by Rory Block - video; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:60

- Blue Ridge Minstrels, Blue Ridge Minstrels - cassette; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:50-51

- Blue Sky Boys, On Radio - Volumes One and Two - CD; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:39-40
• Blue Sky Boys - On Radio Vols. 3,4; fall 98 vol. 6 no.5:50
• Blues Houseparty: Music, Dance and Stories by Masters of the Piedmont Blues Tradition - videocassette; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:50
• Bluestein, Evo and Jemmy, Strange Affair - cassette; spring 89 vol.1 no.7:39-40
• Bluestein, Evo, Evo’s Autoharp - record; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:34
• Boarman, Andrew, Mountain State Music - record spring 91 vol.2 no.7:44
• Bob Flesher with Dr. Horsehair’s Old-Time Minstrels, Old-Time Clawhammer Banjo - cassette; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:46
• Boggs, Dock - Country Blues; fall 98 vol. 6 no.5:39
• Boiled Buzzards, Early Bird Special - CD; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:58
• Boiled Buzzards, Fine Dining - CD; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:47-48
• Bolick, Harry & Friends, Tunesmith - cassette; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:34
• Bone Tones, Cajun Dance Tonight - cassette; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:39-40
• Boone, Woodrow and Roger Howell, Music In The Air - cassette; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:58
• Boosinger, Laura - Sing it Yourself!; summer 98 vol. 6 no.4:50
• Boudreau, Louis, Old-Time Fiddler of Chicoutimi, Quebec - cassette; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:38
• Bovee, Bob and Gail Heil, For Old-Time’s Sake - record; winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:37
• Bovee, Bob and Gail Heil, Come All You Waddies - cassette; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:36
• Bovee, Bob and Gail Heil, Come Over and See Me Sometime - cassette; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:50
• Bovee, Bob & Gail Heil - Rural Route 2; fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:38
• Bowers, Bryan, Bryan Bowers Autoharp Techniques: Developing Your Skills - video; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:57
• Bowles, Jim, Railroading Through the Rocky Mountains - cassette; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:50
• Bradham, Bo with Peter Jung, Moving Clouds - CD; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:47
• Bradley, Hank, Counterfeiting, Stealing, and Cultural Plundering - A Manual for
Applied Ethnomusicologists - with 12 Tunes for Fiddle Composed by the Author - book; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:42

- Bradley, Hank, Hassle the Caller; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:55-56
- Brewer, Pap, Finley J. Brewer from Roan Mountain, Tennessee - CD; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:48
- Bright, Fletcher Fiddle Band - Last Night's Fun; fall 98 vol. 6 no.5:41
- Brislin, Kate & Kate Moffatt, Sleepless Nights - CD; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:44-45
- Brislin, Kate & Jody Stecher, A Song That Will Linger - record; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:31-32
- Brislin, Kate & Jody Stecher, Stay Awhile - CD; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:54
- Brislin, Kate & Jody Stecher, Blue Lightning - CD; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:37
- Brislin, Kate & Jody Stecher, Our Town - CD; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:42-43
- Bronner, Simon J., Old-Time Music Makers of New York State - book; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:55-56
- Brown, Herschel - Complete Recorded Works 1928-1929; summer 98 vol. 6 no.4:50
- Brown, Paul and Mike Seeger, Down in North Carolina - CD; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:39-40
- Brozman, Bob, Traditional Hawaiian Guitar - video; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:54
- Bruce Hutton with The Double Decker Stringband & Dr. Kilmer’s Medicine Show, Roll Back The Carpet - cassette; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:54
- Bryan, James and Carl Jones, Two Pictures - CD; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:38-39
- Bryan, James, First of May - record; winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:38
- Buckhannon Brothers, Little River Stomp: Old-Time Mandolin Instrumentals - cassette; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:56-57
- Bucksnort Barndance Band, Bucksnort Barndance Band - record; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:46
- Buehling, Clarke, Out of His Gourd - Gourd Banjo Intrumentals and Songs - cassette; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:47
- Bulla, Luke and Jenny Anne, teachers, Fiddle For Kids - videos; spring 97 vol.5
no.7:53

- Bullard, Ed and Jolene, Glimpse of Heaven - record; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:32
- Bunkhouse Orchestra, Roll On, Little Dogies - cassette and book; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:47-48
- Burris, Otis and Fortune, Fortune - cassette; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:41-42
- Butler, Bob and Bruce Greene, Fiddle and Fife, Together Again After a Hundred Years Gone - cassette; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:39
- Buzzard Rock String Band, I’ve Got the Blues for My Old Kentucky Home - record; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:35
- Cabin Fever String Band, Havin’ A Fine Old Time - cassette; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:39-40
- Cahan, Andy, Mind Bands - cassette; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:36
- California Cajun Orchestra, Not Lonesome Anymore - CD; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:39-40
- Camp Creek Boys, Old-Time String Band - record; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:32-33
- Camp Creek Boys - Old-Time String Band; winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:31
- Carlisle, Cliff - Blues Yodeler and Steel Guitar Wizard; winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:32
- Carrier, Roy and the Night Rockers - Offshore Blues and Zydeco; fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:43
- Cantwell, Robert, When We Were Good: The Folk Revival - book; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:54
- Carawan, Guy and Candy, recorders and annotaters, Been in The Storm So Long - Spirituals, Folk Tales and Children’s Games from John’s Island, South Carolina - CD; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:37-38
- Carlin, Bob - Banging and Sawing; fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:39-40
- Carlin, Bob - Learn to Play Clawhammer Banjo (Video Review); winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:48
- Carlin, Bob - Mr. Spaceman; summer 98 vol. 6 no.4:55
- Carlin, Bob and Bruce Molsky, Take Me As I Am - cassette; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:34-
• Carlin, Bob and John Hartford, Fun Of Open Discussion - CD; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:48

• Carlisle, Cliff, Blues Yodeler and Steel Guitar Wizard - CD; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:54

• Carpenter, Ernie, Elk River Blues: Traditional Fiddle Tunes from Braxton County, West Virginia - record; winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:40-41

• Carr, Joe and Alan Munde, Prairie Nights to Neon Lights - book; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:56

• Carter Family, Carter Family in Texas, Vol. 2 - record; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:37-38

• Carter Family, Carter Family in Texas, Vol. 4 - record; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:38

• Carter Family, Gospel Songs by the Carter Family in Texas, Vol. 3 - record; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:38

• Carter Family, Original Carter Family in Texas, Vol. 1 - record; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:37

• Carter Family, Carter Family: The Country Music Hall of Fame Series - CD; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:50-51

• Carter Family, Clinch Mountain Treasures - CD; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:50-51

• Carter Family, Sunshine in the Shadows - CD; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:39

• Carter Family, When the Roses Bloom in Dixieland - CD; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:38-39

• Carter Family, Worried Man Blues - CD; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:38-39

• Carter, Janette, Living with Memories - book; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:55

• Cash, June Carter, Mother Maybelle’s Cookbook: A Kitchen Visit with America’s First Family of Country Song - book; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:55

• Cassell, Pete, Blind Minstrel, Vol. 1 - record; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:53-54

• Cauthen, Joyce, With Fiddle and Well-Rosined Bow: Old-Time Fiddling in Alabama - book; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:37-38

• Cavanaugh, Dona, Fiddle Traditions - cassette; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:42

• Chapman, Owen “Snake”, Fiddle Ditty - cassette; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:52

• Chapman, Owen “„Snake”; - Up in Chapman's Hollow summer 98 vol. 6 no.4:51
• Charles River Valley Boys, Beatle Country - CD; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:38
• Chicken Chokers, Chokers and Flies - Old-Time Music - record; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:31-32
• Clifton, Bill, Bill Clifton - The Early Years 1957-1958 - CD; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:43-44
• Clifton, Bill, and the Pick of the Crop, Where the Rainbow Finds its End - CD; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:56
• Cockerham, Fred & Tommy Jarrell, Tommy & Fred: Best Banjo-Fiddle Duets Played By Tommy Jarrell and Fred Cockerham - CD; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:39
• Cohen, Andy - Oh Glory, How Happy I Am; summer 98 vol. 6 no.4:49
• Cohen, John, End of and Old Song - video; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:56-57
• Cohen, John, High Lonesome Sound - video; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:56-57
• Cohen, John, Sara and Maybelle - video; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:56-57
• Cohen, John, Tom Paley, Mike Seeger, The New Lost City Ramblers: The Early Years, 1958-1962 - CD; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:49
• Collins, Earl, That’s Earl - Collins Family Fiddling - record; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:57
• Conway, Cecelia, African Banjo Echoes in Appalachia: A Study of Folk Traditions - book; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:54-55
• Cooke Duet, God Is Not Dead, He’s Still Alive - cassette; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:36
• Cool As Grits, Still Life With Cornbread - cassette; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:47-48
• Coon Creek Girls, Early Radio Favorites - record; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:34-35
• Cooper, Roger Wilford, Snakewinder - cassette; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:52
• Cooper, Roger, Going Back To Old Kentucky - CD; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:46-47
• Cotten, Elizabeth and John Fahey, Rare Interviews & Performances From 1969 - video; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:59
• Cotten, Elizabeth, Elizabeth Cotten - video; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:50
• Cotten, Elizabeth, Freight Train and Other North Carolina Folks Songs and Tunes - CD; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:39-40
• Country Boys, Sounds from the Ozarks Volume II: Old-Time Fiddlin’ and Pickin’ - cassette; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:47
• Country Gentlemen, Country Songs, Old and New - CD; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:50
• Country Gentlemen, Folk Songs and Bluegrass - CD; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:50
• Country Music Foundation, Country on Compact Disc: The Essential Guide To The Music - book; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:51-52
• Cowan, Bob and Raymond Smith, In the Hills of Home - cassette; winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:33-34
• Creed, Kyle, Liberty; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:36-37
• Curley, Clyde, Joel Bernstein, and Creighton Lindsay; Tunes of the Gods: Old-Time Music for the Mandolin - cassette; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:52-53
• Daniel, Wayne, Pickin’ On Peachtree: A History of Country Music in Atlanta, Georgia - book; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:49-50
• Darby & Tarlton, Complete Recordings - CD; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:41-42
• Darby & Tarlton, On The Banks Of A Lonely River - CD; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:41-42
• Dart, Mary McNab, Contra Dance Choreography: A Reflection of Social Change - book; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:53-54
• Davenport, Clyde, Clydeoscope - record; winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:38
• Davenport, Clyde, Puncheon Camps - cassette; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:44
• Davis, Jeff and Jeff Warner, Old-Time Songs for Kids - cassette; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:38
• Davis, Jeff and Jeff Warner, Wilder Joy - cassette; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:38
• Davis, Luther, Roscoe Parish, Leone Parish, The Old-Time Way - record; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:33-34
• Davis, Reverend Gary, The Complete Early Recordings - CD; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:47
• Del McCoury Band, Blue Side of Town - CD; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:38
• Delmore Brothers, Sand Mountain Blues - record; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:38
• Delmore Brothers, Brown’s Ferry Blues - CD; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:53-54
• Delta Sisters, Music From the Old-Timey Hotel - CD; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:40
• Deseret String Band, Red Steer - cassette; summer 91 vol.2 no.8:42-44
• Deseret String Band, Utah: Songs of Statehood - CD; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:54-55
• Deseret String Band, Utah: Songs of Statehood Centennial Concert - video;
• Dickens, Hazel and Alice Gerrard, Pioneering Women of Bluegrass - CD; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:49-50
• Dickey, Lotus, Lotus Dickey Songbook - cassettes plus book; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:46-47
• Dickey, Lotus, Fiddle Tunes from Orange County, Indiana Vols. I & II - cassette; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:46
• Diller, Dwight, Hold On - cassette; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:38
• Dilleshaw, John “Seven Foot Dilly,” Georgia Bust Down 1930 - cassette; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:46-47
• Dirlam, Hilary & Doug Phillips, Wagoner - cassette; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:37
• Dirlam, Hilary, Fiddler’s Dozen - A Year of Tunes - cassette with calendar; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:43
• Dixon Brothers, Dixon Brothers, Volume IV - record; winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:30
• Donley, Tim, Cuttin’ Loose - cassette; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:49
• Double Decker String Band - Chasing Rainbows; fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:37-38
• Double Decker Stringband, Evolution Girl - cassette; winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:39-40
• Double Decker Stringband, For An Old-Time Call - cassette; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:46-47
• Doucet, Michael, Learn to Play Real Cajun Fiddle - cassettes; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:48-49
• Douglas, Bob, Sequatchie Valley - Seven Decades of Fiddling - record; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:46-47
• Douglas, Wilson, Boatin’ Up Sandy - cassette; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:39-40
• Douglas, Wilson, Right Hand Fork of Rush’s Creek - cassette; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:39-40
• Douglas, Wilson, Kim Johnson, Mark Payne, Common Ground - cassette; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:47
• Douglas, Wilson, Back Porch Symphony - cassette; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:52
• Dr. Horsehair’s Old-Time Minstrels, Wizard Oil - cassette; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:46
• Dreadful Memories: The Life of Sarah Ogan Gunning - videocassette; fall 90 vol.2
• Driftwood, Jimmie, Americana - CD; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:51-52
• Dunne, Phyllis, Scared Bug: A Guide to Overcoming Stage Fright - book; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:53
• Durham Rangers - Public Domain; spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:44
• Durham Rangers - Twenty Years; spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:44
• Dykes Magic City Trio, String Band Classics, Vol. 1 - record; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:40
• Educated Fellers, Songs of the Cowboys - cassette; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:36-37
• Edwards, Bert, Bert’s Bombaree - cassette; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:38-39
• Elk Creek Family Band, Homegrown Pharmacy - cassette; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:43
• Elliott, Doug, Crawdads, Doodlebugs, and Creasy Greens: Songs, Stories & Lore Celebrating the Natural World - cassette; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:49
• Elliott, Doug, Raccoon and a Possum: Stories and Songs Specially for Young Folk - CD; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:49
• Elliott, Doug, collector and illustrator, Crawdads, Doodlebugs, and Creasy Greens: Songs, Stories & Lore Celebrating the Natural World - book; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:49
• Ellis, Tony, Dixie Banner - record; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:34
• Ellis, Tony, Farewell My Home - CD; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:45
• Engle, Daniel, Tunes From Home: Jigs, Reels and Other Delights - cassette; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:40-41
• Enloe, Lyman, Fiddle Tunes I Recall - record; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:31+
• Enloe, Lyman, Rugged Road - record; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:31+
• Enloe, Lyman, Fiddle Tunes I Recall - cassette; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:37-41
• Enloe, Lyman, Rugged Road - cassette; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:37-41
• Erbsen, Wayne, Authentic Outlaw Ballads - CD; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:39
• Erbsen, Wayne, Backpocket Bluegrass Songbook - book; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:55
• Erbsen, Wayne, Backpocket Old-Time Songbook - book; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:55
• Erbsen, Wayne, Ballads and Songs of the Civil War - cassette; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:57
• Erbsen, Wayne, Cowboy Songs of the Wild Frontier - CD; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:41-42
• Erbsen, Wayne, Front Porch Old-Time Songs, Jokes, & Stories: 48 Great Southern Sing-Along Favorites - book; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:51
• Erbsen, Wayne, Home Front: 16 Authentic Tunes of the Civil War - cassette; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:40-41
• Erbsen, Wayne, Native Ground: Southern Mountain Tunes on Banjo, Fiddle, Guitar, with Historical Introductions - cassette; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:40
• Erbsen, Wayne, Outlaw Ballads, Legends & Lore - book; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:39
• Erbsen, Wayne, Southern Mountain Classics: 16 Great Old-Time instrumentals - CD; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:40-41
• Erbsen, Wayne, Southern Soldier Boy: 16 Authentic Tunes of the Civil War - cassette; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:40-41
• Etcetera String Band, Old Rags, Cakewalks and Marches from Missouri - cassette; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:45-46
• Fahey, John and Elizabeth Cotten, Rare Interviews & Performances from 1969 - video; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:59
• Farmer's Daughters - Farmer's Daughters; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:45
• Fenton, Mike and the Bill Sky Family, Welcome to Galax - cassette; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:44
• Fenton, Mike - The Best of; fall 98 vol.6 no.5:49
• Fenton, Mike, Accent On Autoharp - cassette; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:41-42
• Fenton, Mike, Kangaroos and Pussycats: Fun Songs for Children - cassette; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:54
• Ferrel, Frank and Giles Losier, Down East, Out West - cassette; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:49
• Ferrel, Frank, Boston Fiddle: The Dudley Street Tradition - CD; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:48-49
• Fiddle Puppet Dancers, Lift Up Your Wings - cassette; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:49-
• Fink, Cathy and Marcy Marxer, Air Guitar - CD; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:54-55
• Fink, Cathy and Marcy Marxer, Cathy Fink and Marcy Marxer Present a Parent’s Home Companion - CD; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:44-45
• Fink, Cathy and Marcy Marxer, Making and Playing Homemade Instruments - video; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:63-64
• Fink, Cathy, Banjo Haiku - cassette; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:47
• Fink, Cathy, Doggone My Time - cassette, CD; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:50
• Fink, Cathy, and Tod Whittemore, Learn To Yodel - cassette; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:42-43
• Fish Family Dance Band, Fluke Hits - cassette; fall 88 vol.1 no.5:38-39
• Fix, Penn, Contra Dancing in the Northwest - book; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:55
• Flesher, Bob, Bob Flesher’s Old-Time Minstrel Banjo of the Civil War and Antebellum Period - cassette; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:48-49
• Flippen, Benton, Old-Time, New Time - CD; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:41
• Fontenot, Canray, Louisiana Hot Sauce Creole Style - CD; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:52
• Fraley, J.P. and Annadeene, Galleynipper - cassette; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:48-49
• Fraley, J.P. and Annadeene, Maysville -CD;fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:55
• Freeman, Alan, Bonnie Annie - cassette; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:42-43
• Freeman, Alan, Looking Back - cassette; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:38
• Freeman, Alan, and Robert Shafer, Back in the Saddle - cassette; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:56
• Freeman, Dix and the Toe-Nail Gap Stringband, Step-Back: Fretless Banjo and Dance Tunes from Round Peak - cassette; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:38
• Freeman, Gordon, Sandy River - cassette; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:44
• Freight Hoppers, Where’d You Come From, Where’d You Go - CD; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:45
• Front Porch Strings - As You Like It; winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:38
• Galax International Old-Time, Mountain, & Bluegrass Music by International Visitors to Galax, Virginia - record; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:31
• Gans, Jamie, Jersey Lightning: Traditional Fiddle Music - cassette; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:48
• Gans, Jamie, and Sam Bartlett, Blue Earth: Fiddle Music from the Midwest - cassette; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:50
• Garcia, Steve (with Matt Levine), Goin’ Down the Country - cassette; winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:40
• Gardner, Mark with the Skirtlifters - Songs of the Santa Fe Trail and the Far West; fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:41-42
• Gaskins, Phyllis, Mountain Dulcimer - Galax Style - cassette; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:45
• Gaster, Marvin, Uncle Henry’s Favorites - CD; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:40
• Gellert, Dan and Brad Leftwich, A Moment in Time - cassette; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:48
• Gellert, Dan and Shoofly, Forked Deer - cassette; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:44-45
• George, Frank and David O’Dell, Reflections of the Past - CD;fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:51-52
• George, Franklin, Traditional Music for Banjo, Fiddle, and Bagpipes - CD; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:37-38
• Georgia Fiddle Bands, Volume 2 - record; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:35-36
• Gerrard, Alice and Hazel Dickens, Pioneering Women of Bluegrass - CD; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:49-50
• Gerrard, Alice, Pieces of My Heart - CD; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:50-51
• Goose Island Ramblers, Midwest Ramblin’ - cassette; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:47-48
• Gorman, Skip and Ron Kane, Powder River - record; spring 89 vol.1 no.7:35
• Gorman, Skip, A Greener Prairie - CD; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:47-48
• Gorman, Skip, Lonesome Prairie Love - CD; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:52-53
• Gorman, Skip, Old Style Mandolin; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:57
• Gover, Carla, Hush, My Restless Soul - CD;fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:46-47
• Grace, Paul & Win, and Family, Dance Upon the Earth - CD; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:43-44
• Grace, Paul and Win Grace and Family, In Dreams I Hear the Music - CD; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:48-49
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artist/Series</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Release Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grace, Paul and Win, and</td>
<td>Carved Out of Time - cassette</td>
<td>cassette</td>
<td>summer 91 vol.2 no.8:45-46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graham, Mark</td>
<td>Natural Selections - record</td>
<td>record</td>
<td>summer 88 vol.1 no.4:36-37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grandpa Jones</td>
<td>Everybody's Grandpa - spring 98 vol.6 no.3:42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graves, Bill</td>
<td>Sugar in the Coffee - winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grayson and Whitter</td>
<td>Grayson and Whitter - record</td>
<td>record</td>
<td>fall 92 vol.3 no.5:35-36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Grass Cloggers</td>
<td>Through the Ears - record</td>
<td>record</td>
<td>summer 88 vol.1 no.4:35-36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greene, Bruce and Bob</td>
<td>Fiddle and Fife, Together Again After A Hundred Years Gone - cassette</td>
<td>cassette</td>
<td>summer 90 vol.2 no.4:39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butler</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greene, Bruce and Red</td>
<td>Old-Time Pickin’ - cassette</td>
<td>cassette</td>
<td>fall 96 vol.5 no.5:50-51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greene, Bruce</td>
<td>Fiddler’s Dozen - A Year of Tunes - cassette with calendar</td>
<td>cassette</td>
<td>spring 95 vol.4 no.7:43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greene, Bruce</td>
<td>Five Miles of Ellum Wood - Old-Time Kentucky Fiddle Solos - cassette</td>
<td>cassette</td>
<td>fall 96 vol.5 no.5:44-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greene, Bruce</td>
<td>Vintage Fiddle Tunes - cassette</td>
<td>cassette</td>
<td>winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory, Willie and</td>
<td>Dance All Night - record</td>
<td>record</td>
<td>fall 91 vol.3 no.1:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinton</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-Town Alley Cats</td>
<td>G-Town Alley Cats - cassette</td>
<td>cassette</td>
<td>summer 89 vol.1 no.8:36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guthrie, Jack</td>
<td>Oklahoma Hills - CD</td>
<td>CD</td>
<td>fall 93 vol.4 no.1:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guthrie, Woody</td>
<td>Columbia River Collection - record</td>
<td>record</td>
<td>winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:31-32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guthrie, Woody</td>
<td>Dust Bowl Ballads - record</td>
<td>record</td>
<td>summer 90 vol.2 no.4:37-38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guthrie, Woody</td>
<td>Library of Congress Recordings - Three Hours of Songs and</td>
<td>record</td>
<td>summer 90 vol.2 no.4:37-38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conversation Recorded by Alan Lomax - record</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guthrie, Woody</td>
<td>Songs to Grow on for Mother and Child - CD</td>
<td>CD</td>
<td>winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guthrie, Woody and</td>
<td>Leadbelly, Folkways: The Original Vision - CD</td>
<td>CD</td>
<td>summer 94 vol.4 no.4:47-48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadbelly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guthrie, Woody</td>
<td>Cisco Houston, Sonny Terry, Struggle - CD</td>
<td>CD</td>
<td>fall 94 vol.4 no.5:48-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guthrie, George</td>
<td>The Best of Just Friends - CD</td>
<td>CD</td>
<td>winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:41-42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haggerty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- Haley, Ed - Forked Deer; summer 98 vol. 6 no.4:52
- Haley, Ed, Parkersburg Landing - record; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:35
- Half-Shaved, Love Them Ducks - cassette; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:43
- Hall, Kenny and Terry Barrett, The Happy Neighbor Club - cassette; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:36
- Hall, Kenny and the Long Haul String Band, Raise the Roof - cassette; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:42
- Hall, Roy and His Blue Ridge Entertainers, Recorded 1938-1941 - record; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:42-43
- Hamilton, Mark, Songs & Tunes from Wolf Run - cassette; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:45
- Hammons, Edden, The Edden Hammons Collection - record; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:43
- The Hammons Family - The Traditions of a West Family and their friends; summer 98 vol. 6 no.4:56
- Harper, Roy (with Johnny Bellar), Traditional Songs of Faith - cassette; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:47
- Harper, Roy, Favorite Old-Time Songs - album; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:45
- Harper, Roy, Songs of Yesterday - cassette; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:47
- Harrington, Dick and Victoria Young, Long Journey - cassette; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:51-52
- Harrington, Dick and Victoria Young - Lover's Return; summer 98 vol. 6 no.4:48
- Hartford, John and Bob Carlin, Fun Of Open Discussion - CD; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:48
- Hartford, John and Texas Shorty, Old Sport - CD; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:56-57
- Hartford, John, Wild Hog in the Red Brush and a Bunch of Others You Might Not Have Heard - CD; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:51-52
- Hartford, John, and Mark Howard, Cadillac Rag - CD; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:39-40
- Hausenfluck, Harold and Abe Horton, Cornbread, Molasses and Sassafras Tea -
• Hawker, Ginny and Kay Justice, Come All You Tender-Hearted: Traditional Southern Singing - CD; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:37
• Hawker, Ginny and Kay Justice, Pathway to West Virginia - cassette; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:40
• Hawker, Ginny and Kay Justice, Signs and Wonders - cassette; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:47
• Hawker, Ginny and Tracy Schwarz, Deep Hollows and High Ridges - CD; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:39
• Heartbeats, Living Black and White - cassette; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:47
• Heil, Gail and Bob Bovee, For Old-Time’s Sake - record; winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:37
• Heil, Gail and Bob Bovee, Come Over and See Me Sometime- cassette; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:50
• Hellbenders - cassette; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:47-48
• Henderson, Wayne and Robin Kessinger, Contest Favorites - record; spring 90 vol.2 no.3:38
• Henderson, Wayne, W.C. Henderson & Company - CD; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:56
• Herald Angels, You’ve Been A Friend To Me - cassette; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:43-44
• Herd, Jim, Old-Time Ozark Fiddling - cassette; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:57-58
• Herring, Bob and Rafe Stefanini, Old Paint - CD; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:49-50
• Herrmann, John and Dirk Powell, Dirk Powell and John Herrmann - cassette; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:52
• Herrmann, John, Dirk Powell, Tom Sauber, One Eyed Dog: Traditional Mountain Tunes - cassette; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:44
• Heyer, Bob, Root That Mountain Down - cassette; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:53
• Hiatt, Keith, Rocking Alone; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:49-50
• Hiatt, Keith, and Friends, Signed, Sealed and Delivered - cassette; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:49
• Hiatt, Keith - Songs that Never grow Old; spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:52
• Hicks, Dee and Delta, Dee and Delta Hicks: Ballads and Banjo Music from the
Tennessee Cumberland Plateau - record; summer 88 vol.1 no.4:35

- Hicks, Dee and Delta, Ballads and Banjo Music from the Tennessee Cumberland Plateau - record; summer 91 vol.2 no.8:41-42

- Hicks, Orville, Carryin’ On - Jack Tales for Children of All Ages - cassette; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:47

- Highwoods String Band, Feed Your Babies Onions - CD; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:47

- Hillbillies from Mars, Hillbillies from Mars - CD; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:38-39

- Hinton, Algie Mae - Honey Babe; winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:32

- Hix, The Hix - CD; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:44

- Holcomb, Roscoe - The High Lonesome Sound; summer 98 vol. 6 no.4:45

- Hollow Rock String Band - Traditional Dance Tunes; winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:42

- Holt, David, Grandfather’s Greatest Hits - record; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:44-45

- Holt, David, I Got a Bullfrog: Folksongs for the Fun of It - CD; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:54

- Homeland Trio, Then & Now - cassette; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:42

- Hooven, Greg, Ray Chatfield, and others, Tribute to Fred Cockerham - cassette; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:39-40

- Horse Sense, Songs of the Western Soil - record; spring 89 vol.1 no.7:35-36

- Horseflies, Human Fly - record; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:33-34

- Horton, Abe and Harold Hausenfluck, Cornbread, Molasses, and Sassafras Tea - record; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:39

- Houston, Cisco, Woody Guthrie, Sonny Terry, Struggle - CD; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:48-50

- Howard, Clint and the Blue Ridge Mountain Boys, Way Down in My Cabin Home - record; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:42

- Howard, Clint, Doc Watson, and the Blue Ridge Mountain Boys, Favorites - record; fall 88 vol.1 no.5:37

- Howard, Mark and John Hartford, Cadillac Rag - CD; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:39-40

- Howell, Roger and Woodrow Boone, Music In The Air - cassette; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:58
• Howell, Roger, A Plain Tale Simply Told - cassette; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:48-49
• Howell, Roger, Blue Ridge Mountain Old-Time Banjo - cassette; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:46-47
• Howell, Roger, and Doug Phillips, Blue Ridge Mountain Music: Instrumentals Featuring Fiddle, Banjo and Guitar - cassette; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:44-45
• Hudson, Rick and Joe Nelson, Plowing Old Ground - cassette; spring 91 vol.2 no.8:47
• Humdingers, First Take - cassette; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:47-48
• Hunsaker, Johnny, Down South Blues - cassette; summer 91 vol.2 no.8:47
• Hutton, Bruce, For Kids and Kin - cassette; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:46-47
• Hutton, Bruce, Old-Time Music - It’s All Around - cassette; summer 91 vol.2 no.8:47
• Ill-Mo Boys, Fine as Frog’s Hair - cassette; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:43
• Ill-Mo Boys, Timely Old Tunes From Ill-Mo and Beyond - cassette; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:34
• Iron Mountain String Band, Songs of Old-Time America - record; spring 90 vol.2 no.3:35
• Jackson, Aunt Molly, Aunt Molly Jackson: Library of Congress Recordings - record; spring 90 vol.2 no.3:37-38
• Jackson, John with Roy Bookbinder, Finger Picking Blues Of John Jackson - video; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:55-56
• Jackson, John, Step It Up And Go - cassette; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:55
• Jackson, Scott - Shanty Tunes: Hammered Dulcimer; fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:47
• J’ai Ete Au Bal (I Went To The Dance) - videocassette; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:48-49
• James, Skip, 1930 - Complete Recordings - CD; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:46-47
• Jarrell, Tommy, Rainbow Sign - record; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:32
• Jarrell, Tommy & Fred Cockerham, Tommy & Fred: Best Banjo-Fiddle Duets Played By Tommy
• Jarrell and Fred Cockerham - CD; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:39
• Jarrell, Tommy, Joke On The Puppy - cassette; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:44-45
• Jarrell, Tommy, and others, June Apple - CD; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:37
• Jarrell, Tommy, Kyle Creed, and others, June Apple - record; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:34
• Jarrell, Tommy, My Old Fiddle - video; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:50
• Jarrett, Pigmeat, Look at the People - record; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:48-49
• Jimenez, Jr., Santiago, Musica de Tiempos Pasados, del Presente y Futuro - CD; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:52-53
• Jiminez, Don Santiago, Te Recordamos - cassette; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:48-49
• Jiminez, Jr., Santiago, Corazon de Piedra - record; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:41-42
• Johnson, Blind Willie, Complete Blind Willie Johnson - CD; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:60
• Johnson, Dot and Nolan Johnson, Old Aunt Katie Won’t You Come Out Tonight? - cassette; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:51
• Johnson, Nolan and Dot Johnson, Old Aunt Katie Won’t You Come Out Tonight? - cassette; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:51
• Johnson, Vesta, Blue Flame - cassette; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:47-48
• Johnson, Vesta, Down Home Rag - cassette; spring 90 vol.2 no.3:39-40
• Jones and Leva - Light Enough to Find My Way; winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:41
• Jones, Alísa, Hammered Dulcimer - cassette; winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:40
• Jones, Carl and James Bryan, Two Pictures - CD; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:38-39
• Jones, Casey, Rocky Road to Jordan - cassette; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:37-41
• Jones, Kelly, Authentic Old-Time Fiddle Tunes - cassette; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:37-41
• Jones, Ramona, Lady’s Fancy - record; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:49
• Joseph, Tim and Friends, The Music - cassette; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:54
• Jowaisas, Greg, Steve Adkisson, and Jack Bunch, Old-Time Banjo Pieces - cassette; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:43
• Joyner, Carl, Hot Tar Heel Fiddlin’ - cassette; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:52
• Juggernaut String Band, Medicine Dog; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:52-53
• Jung, Peter and Bo Bradham, Moving Clouds - CD; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:47
• Justice, Kay and Ginny Hawker, Come All You Tender-Hearted: Traditional Southern Singing - CD; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:37
• Justice, Kay and Ginny Hawker, Pathway to West Virginia - cassette; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:40
• Justice, Kay and Ginny Hawker, Signs and Wonders - cassette; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:47
• Kane, Ron and Skip Gorman, Powder River - record; spring 89 vol.1 no.7:35
• Kazee, Reverend Philip, Rocky Island - cassette; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:44
• Keith, Leslie, Black Mountain Blues - LP; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:45
• Kessinger, Robin and Wayne Henderson, Contest Favorites - record; spring 90 vol.2 no.3:38
• Kessinger, Robin, Don’t Try This At Home - cassette; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:50-51
• Keys, Will - A Banjo Original; spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:41
• Keys, Will, Evergreen - cassette; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:47
• Keys, Will, Barbara Kuhns and Doug Smith, Sweet Marie - cassette; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:47-48
• Kibler, Vic, Adirondack Fiddler - cassette; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:45
• Kimble Family, Carroll County Pioneers - cassette; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:41-42
• Kimbles, Mountain Music by the Kimbles of Laurel Fork, Virginia - cassette; spring 89 vol.1 no.7:37
• Kinder, Frank and Boaz the Clown, eds., Metafolkloristica: An Informal Anthology of Folklorists’ Humor - book; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:50
• King, Hubie and Diane Jones - There are No Rules; winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:47
• King, Tom, Dreadnaught - cassette; winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:40
• King, Tom, Grading Roads - cassette; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:45-46
• King, Tom, Green Mountain Cotillion - cassette; winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:40
• Kirby, Rich and Tom Bledsoe, Twins - record; winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:40
• Kirkhuff, Jehile, #5 - cassette; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:37
• Kirkhuff, Jehile, Fireman’s Dance - cassette; winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:42
• Kirkhuff, Jehile, Jehile Stands Alone - cassette; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:35-36
• Kleinwald, Paul - From the Hills; summer 98 vol. 6 no.4:54
List of records:

- Koken, Walt, Banjonique - CD; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:45-46
- Koken, Walt, Hei-Wa Hoedown - CD; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:48-49
- Konnarock Critters - Cornbread and Sweetpeas; spring 98 vol.6 no.3:45
- Kotani, Ozzie - Guitar Playing Hawaiian Style (Book Review); fall 97 vol.6 no.1:54-55
- Krack, Jake - How Bout That; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:40-41
- Krack, Jake - One More Time; fall 98 vol.6 no.5:47
- Kuhns, Barbara, Will Keys, and Doug Smith, Sweet Marie - cassette; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:47-48
- Kuntz, Andrew, ed. Ragged But Right: One Hundred and Fifty Old-Time String Band Songs and Tunes from Six Decades of Recording - book; summer 88 vol.1 no.4:39
- Lackawanna Longnecks, Muddy Roads - cassette; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:47
- Lackawanna Longnecks, Old-Time Jam - cassette; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:56
- Laketown Buskers, Dance Around in Your Bones - cassette; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:41
- Lamb, Dwight, Old Ladies Pickin’ Chickens - cassette; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:37-41
- Lamb, Barbara and Vivian Williams - Twin Sisters; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:40
- Lansford, Jim and Kim - New Harmony; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:43-44
- Lansford, Jim and Kim - Out in the Cold World; winter 97-98 vol.6 no.2:41
- LaRose, Joe, A Southern Catalog - cassette; summer 89 vol.1 no.8:35
- Last Chance String Band, Live - New Hampshire Folk Festival 1980 - videocassette; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:39
- Latty, Vee, Fever in the South - cassette; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:37-41
- Laurel Fork Ramblers - Bound to Ride; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:48
- Laurel Fork Travelers, Picking and Singing Old-Time - cassette; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:50
- Leadbelly and Woody Guthrie, Folkways: The Original Vision - CD; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:47-48
- Leake County Revelers, 1927-1930 Recordings - record; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:46
• Leftwich, Brad, Say, Old Man - CD; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:37-38
• Leftwich, Brad and Dan Gellert; A Moment in Time - cassette; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:48
• Leftwich, Brad, Learn To Play Old-Time Fiddle - video; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:57-58
• Lester, Barbara and Tom Paley with Ben Paley, Heartsease - cassette; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:49
• Lester, Barbara, Just A Person - cassette; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:38
• Leverett, Les - Blue Moon of Kentucky (Book Review); fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:53
• Lewis, Laurie and Tom Rozum - The Oak and the Laurel; winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:46
• L'il Rev with Pig Ankle Dave - Uke Town; spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:50
• Lilly, John and Ralph Blizard, Blue Highway - cassette; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:49-50
• Lily May Ledford - video; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:41
• Lindsay, Creighton, Clyde Curley, and Joel Bernstein, Tunes of the Gods: Old-Time Music for the Mandolin - cassette; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:52-53
• Linn, Karen, That Half-Barbaric Twang: The Banjo in American Popular Culture - book; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:51-52
• Lipscomb, Mance, Mance Lipscomb in Concert - video; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:59
• Little City String Band, Little City String Band - record; spring 89 vol.1 no.7:35
• Logsdon, Guy, The Whorehouse Bells Were Ringing - book; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:37
• Lonesome Pine Fiddlers, The Original Lonesome Pine Fiddlers: Early Bluegrass, Vol. 1 - record; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:41
• Lonesome Pine Fiddlers, The Original Lonesome Pine Fiddlers: Early Bluegrass, Vol. 2 - record; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:41
• Lonesome River Band, Carrying the Tradition - CD; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:51
• Long, Larry with the Youth and Elders of Rural Alabama - Here I Stand; spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:47
• Loon County, Breakin’ Up Christmas Seasonal Old-Time Style - cassette; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:46
• Lornell, Kip amd Charles Wolfe, Life and Legend of Leadbelly - book; fall 93
• Lornell, Kip, Virginia’s Blues, Gospel, and Country Records 1902-1943 - book; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:38

• Losier, Giles and Frank Ferrel, Down East, Out West - cassette; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:49

• Louisiana Cajun and Creole Music 1934-The Lomax Recordings - record; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:32

• Louisiana Cajun Trio, Homage - CD; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:44-45

• Louvin, Charlie and Charles Whitstein, Hoping That You’re Hoping - CD; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:48

• Luke Smathers String Band, In Full Swing - record; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:48-49

• Lundy Family, Back in Galax Again - cassette; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:51-52

• Lundy, Dr. and Staff, Who Could Ask For More - CD; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:53

• Lundy, Stuart and Kelly, Last Time Together - cassette; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:38-40

• Lunsford, Bascom Lamar, Ballads, Banjo Tunes, & Sacred Songs of Western North Carolina - CD; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:43-44

• Lyons, Julia Jarrell, Julie: Old-Time Tales of the Blue Ridge - video; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:50

• Mabus, Joel, Clawhammer - cassette; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:48

• Mabus, Joel, Flatpick & Clawhammer - CD; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:46

• MacKenzie, Ken And Simone the Mrs., I’m Following The Stars - cassette; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:60

• Macon, Uncle Dave, Go Long Mule - CD; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:54

• Macon, Uncle Dave, Hill Billie Blues - record album; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:49

• Macon, Uncle Dave, Over the Mountain, Uncle Dave Macon (1935-1938) Vol. II - record; summer 91 vol.2 no.8:41

• Macon, Uncle Dave, Travelin’ Down the Road - CD; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:54-55

• Maggard, Lois and Odus Maggard, Southern Melody - CD; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:58

• Maggard, Odus with Lois Fuller, Southern Melody - CD; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:58

• Mainer, J.E. and Red Smiley, 20 Bluegrass Favorites - cassette; fall 94 vol.4
Mainer, J.E. Mainer and the Mountaineers, Fiddle Music of J.E. Mainer and the Mountaineers: Twenty Old-Time Favorites - cassette; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:42-43

Mainer's Mountaineers - Run Mountain; fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:47-48

Mainer, Wade and Julia, In the Land of Melody - CD; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:37

Mallett, Carol, Old & New from the Mountains - CD; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:50

Mando Mafia - Mando Liniment; winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:45

Mando Mafia, Take Two - Eclectic Acoustic Instrumentals - cassette; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:55-56

Mansfield, Bill and the Carolina Mockingbirds, Root Hog or Die - record; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:39-40

Marion, Carlie with Andy Cahan, Going Across the River to Hear My Banjo Ring - cassette; spring 90 vol.2 no.3:42

Martin, Asa and the Cumberland Rangers, Dr. Ginger Blue - Timely Old Tunes - record; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:38-39

Martin, Peter - Benny Thomasson Fiddle Transcriptions (Book Review); spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:55

Martin, Philip, Farmhouse Fiddlers: Music and Dance Traditions in the Rural Midwest - book; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:59-60

Martin, Ralph P. and Gilles Malkino, The Dixie Dewdrop: On the Top with Uncle Dave Macon - cassette; spring 89 vol.1 no.7:39

Marxer, Marcie and others, Learn To Sing Harmony - cassette; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:44-45

Marxer, Marcy (taught by), Kids Guitar - Volumes 1 & 2 - video; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:55-56

Marxer, Marcy (taught by), Ukelele for Kids - Volumes 1 & 2 - video; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:55

Marxer, Marcy and Cathy Fink, Air Guitar - CD; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:54-55

Marxer, Marcy and Cathy Fink, Cathy Fink and Marcy Marxer Present a Parent’s Home Companion - CD; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:44-45

Marxer, Marcy, and Cathy Fink, Making and Playing Homemade Instruments - video; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:63-64

Mason, Molly and Jay Ungar, Fiddler’s Guide to Waltzes, Airs and Haunting
Melodies - video; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:54

- Maudlin Brothers - Highway of Sorrow; fall 98 vol. 6 no.5:49
- McAllister, Rush, Bar Clogging in St. Louis - CD; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:52
- McBaine, Taylor, Boone County Fiddler - cassette; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:37-41
- McClatchy, Debbie, Light Years Away - CD; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:54-55
- McCutcheon, John, John McCutcheon’s Four Seasons: Summersongs - CD; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:64
- McCutcheon, John - Sprout Wings and Fly; spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:48
- McGee, Dennis with Ernest Fruge & Sady Courville, Complete Early Recordings of Dennis McGee - CD; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:50-51
- McGee, Sam - Grand Dad of the Country Guitar Pickers; summer 98 vol. 6 no.4:51
- McGee, Sam and Kirk, Old-Time Songs and Guitar Tunes, Vol. 1 - record; spring 90 vol.2 no.3:36-37
- McGhee, Brownie - Born with the Blues (Video Review); spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:54
- McGhee, John and Frank Welling, Sacred, Sentimental, and Silly Songs - record; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:40-42
- McHale, Alan “Mac” & The Old-Time Radio Gang, New River Train - record; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:40-41
- McHale, Alan “Mac” & The Old-Time Radio Gang, Turn Your Radio On - record; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:40-41
- McHale, Allan “Mac”, & the Old-Time Radio Gang, Old-Country Radio Songs - cassette; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:44
- McHale, Allan “Mac”, & the Old-Time Radio Gang, When The Roses Bloom Again - cassette; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:44
- McMahan, Pete, Kansas City Rag - cassette; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:37-41
- McMillon, Bobby, A Deeper Feeling - cassette; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:52
- McNew, Walter, Blackjack Grove - cassette; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:49-50
- McQuillen, Bob Laurie Andres, Cathie Whitesides - Hand It Down; fall 98 vol. 6 no.5:51
- McReynolds, Jim and Jesse, Music Among Friends - CD; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:51
- McWhirter, Loy, Fiddler’s Dozen - 1995 Calendar - A Year of Tunes to Colour
and Play - calendar and cassette; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:43

- McWhorter, Frankie, Cowboy Fiddler - book; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:52
- Medicinal Purposes, Uncorked: A Healthy Dose of Reels, Jigs, Waltzes, and More - cassette; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:55
- Menhaden Chanteysmen, Won’t You Help Me To Raise ‘Em - cassette; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:52
- Merker, Meghan with Nate Brown, Roll On, Little Dogies - cassette and book; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:47-48
- Merriweather, From Horizon to Horizon - cassette; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:54
- Miller, Curly and Ann Rose - Camp Meeting; fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:47
- Miller, Randy, Lore of the Fingerboard - cassette; summer 91 vol.2 no.8:44-45
- Milnes, Gerry, Granny Will Your Dog Bite and Other Mountain Rhymes - book; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:52-53
- Ming, Hoyt, and His Pep-Steppers, New Hot Times - record; winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:39
- Mischler, Craig, Crooked Stovepipe: Athapaskan Fiddle Music and Square Dancing in Northeast Alaska and Northwest Canada - book; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:56-57
- Mississippi Sheiks, Stop and Listen - CD; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:45-46
- Misty Mountain String Band, Over the Waterfall - cassette; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:41
- Mitchell, French, First Fiddle - record; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:36
- Mitchell, Reverend Nathaniel and Sister Fleeta Mitchell, There’s a Bright Side Somewhere - Gospel Songs, Spirituals, and Jubilees - cassette; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:48
- Moffatt, Kate & Kate Brislin, Sleepless Nights - CD; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:44-45
- Molehill Highlanders, Old-Time String Band Music, Volume 1 & Volume 2 - cassette; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:48-49
- Molsky, Bruce and Bob Carlin, Take Me As I Am - cassette; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:34-35
- Molsky, Bruce, Lost Boy - CD;fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:51
- Molsky, Bruce - Southern Old-Time Fiddle Tour; fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:44
- Molsky, Bruce and Big Hoedown; spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:51
• Molsky, Bruce, Waring Cats - cassette; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:48-49
• Monroe, Bill & the Bluegrass Boys, Off the Record, Volume I - Bill Monroe & the Bluegrass Boys Live Recordings 1956-1969 - CD; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:50-51
• Monroe, Bill and Doc Watson, Off the Record, Volume 2 - Bill Monroe and Doc Watson Live Duet Recordings 1963 - 1980 - CD; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:50-51
• Monroe, Bill, Bill Monroe: Bluegrass 1950-1959 - CD; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:42-44
• Monroe, Bill, Bill Monroe: Bluegrass 1959-1969 - CD; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:42-44
• Monroe, Bill, The Mandolin of Bill Monroe, Video 1: One On One With The Master - video; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:51-52
• Monroe, Bill, The Mandolin of Bill Monroe, Video 2: A Detaied Analysis taught by Sam Bush - video; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:51-52
• Montell, William Lynnwood, Singing the Glory Down - Amateur Gospel Music in South Central Kentucky, 1900-1990 - book; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:59-60
• Moody, Clyde, Six White Horses - record; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:33-34
• Morgan, Philip S., ed. Music in the Old-Time Way: An Exploration of Traditional Music from the Southern Appalachian Mountains - video; winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:34-35
• Morris, David, David Morris, Autoharpist - cassette; spring 90 vol.2 no.3:41
• Morris, David, Song Weaver - cassette; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:35
• Mullenex, Ron with Tom King, Taking Yesterday Along - cassette; spring 90 vol.2 no.3:41-42
• Mullins, Comer (Moon) and Deborraha, Over the Garden Wall - cassette; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:38-39
• Mullins, Moon and Deb, An Appalachian Influence - cassette; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:39
• Munde, Alan and Joe Carr, Prairie Nights to Neon Lights - book; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:56
• Naiman, Arnie and Chris Coole, with Kathy Reid-Naiman - Five Strings Attached with No Backing; spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:51
• Nashville Jug Band, Nashville Jug Band - record; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:31
• Nelson, Joe and Rick Hudson, Plowing Old Ground - cassette; spring 94 vol.4
• Neville, Gina, Jimmie Rodgers: The Father of Country Music - video; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:50
• New Ballards Branch Bogtrotters, Galax Way - CD; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:47
• New Ballard’s Branch Bogtrotters, Same Branch - Different Trotters - cassettes; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:51-52
• New Dixie Entertainers, Maybelle Rag - cassette; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:43-44
• New Hope Harmony, Love Like a River - cassette; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:49
• New Lost City Ramblers & Friends, Old-Time Music - CD; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:55
• New Lost City Ramblers, Outstanding In Their Field: The New Lost City Ramblers Vol. II 1963-1973 - CD; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:49-50
• Newlin, Jon & Ed Norman, Maudlin Brothers - cassette; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:53-54
• Norman, Ed and Jon Newlin, Maudlin Brothers - cassette; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:53-54
• Nygaard, Scott, Dreamer’s Waltz - CD; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:49
• O’Brien, Tim with the O’Boys, Red On Blonde - CD; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:52-53
• O’Day, Molly, The Soul of Molly O’Day - record; spring 90 vol.2 no.3:38-39
• O’Day, Molly & The Cumberland Mountain Folks, Molly O’Day & The Cumberland Mountain Folks - CD; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:38-39
• O’Day, Molly with Lynn Davis & the Cumberland Mountain Folks, In Memory - record; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:38
• O’Dell, David and Frank George, Reelactions of the Past - CD; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:51-52
• Ohrlin, Glenn, Wild Buckaroo - record; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:36-37
• Ohrlin, Glenn, The Hell-Bound Train - book; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:37
• Old Hollow String Band, Old-Time Music from North Carolina - record; fall 88 vol.1 no.5:38
• Olsen, Ted, Workin’ On the New Railroad - cassette; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:49
• Ortiz, Cleofes, Violinista de Nuevo Mexico - record; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:45-46
• Ortiz, Cleofes, and Friends, Orquesta Cleofonica - cassette; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:45
• Painless String Band, Painless String Band - cassette; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:45
• Paley, Tom, Old Tom Moore and More - cassette; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:49
• Paley, Tom, & Barbara Lester with Ben Paley, Heartsease - cassette; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:49
• Pancerzewski, Joe, Hi-Ball Fiddling - cassette; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:49
• Pancerzewski, Joe - Legendary Northwest Fiddler; winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:40
• Pancerzewski, Joe, Pleasures of Home - book; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:37
• Parish, Leone and Roscoe, Old-Time Tunes from Coal Creek - record; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:36
• Parish, Leone and Roscoe, The Old-Time Way - record; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:33-34
• Patterson, Daniel W., ed. Sounds of the South - book: spring 93 vol.3 no.7:51
• Pedi, Don, Hog Went Through the Fence Yoke and All - CD; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:49-50
• Pedi, Don, Mountain Views: 20 Fiddle Tunes for Dulcimer - cassette; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:35-36
• Pegram, George, George Pegram - CD; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:47
• Perlman, Ken, Clawhammer Banjo - cassette; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:55-56
• Perlman, Ken - Island Boy; summer 98 vol. 6 no.4:56
• Perry, Cliff and Laurel Bliss, Old Pal - CD; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:44
• Peterson, Pete, Can I Sleep In Your Barn Tonight Mister? - cassette; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:40-41
• Phil Tanner’s Skillet Lickers, Tanner Legacy Now - cassette; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:41
• Phillips, Doug & Hilary Dirlam, Wagoner - cassette; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:37
• Phillips, Doug and Roger Howell, Blue Ridge Mountain Music: Instrumentals Featuring Fiddle, Banjo, and Guitar - cassette; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:44-45
• Phillips, Doug, Seven Days At the Sawmill - Old-Time Instrumentals with Fiddle, Banjo, Guitar and Bass - cassette; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:41-42
• Phillips, Stacy, transcriber, Mark O’Connor: The Championship Years 1975-1984 - book; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:51-52
• Phillips, Stacy - The Phillips Collection of Traditional American Fiddle Tunes (Book Review); fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:53-54
• Pilot Mountain Bobcats, Pilot Mountain Bobcats - cassette; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:50-51
• Pine Knots School Rowdies, Pine Knots School Rowdies - cassette; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:41-42
• Pine River Boys with Maybelle, Wild Hog in the Woods - record; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:39
• Pitre, Austin - Opelousas Waltz; fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:39
• Pitt, Everett, Up Agin the Mountain: Traditional Ballads and Songs from the Eastern Ramapos - cassette; winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:33-34
• Poodles, Poodles - cassette; spring 90 vol.2 no.3:42
• Poole, Charlie, & others, Cotton Mills and Fiddles - record; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:51
• Poole, Charlie, and the North Carolina Ramblers, Old-Time Songs - CD; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:48
• Poole, Charlie and the North Carolina Ramblers - Volume 2; fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:50-51
• Popcorn Behavior, Hot Contra Dance Tunes - cassette; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:51
• Porterfield, Nolan - Last Cavalier: The Life and Times of John A. Lomax (Book Review); summer 98 vol. 6 no.4:57
• Powell, Dirk and John Herrmann, Dirk Powell and John Herrmann - cassette; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:52
• Powell, Dirk, If I Go Ten Thousand Miles - CD; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:35-36
• Powell, Dirk, John Herrmann, Tom Sauber, One Eyed Dog: Traditional Mountain Tunes - cassette; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:44
• Primitive Characters - The Leavin's; fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:48-49
• Puckett, Riley, Old-Time Greats, Vol. 2 - record; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:40-42
• Purkey, Elaine, Mountain Music, Mountain Struggle; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:50
• Quinn, Frank - If You Are Irish; spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:50
• Reams, Jim, Kentucky Songbird - CD; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:45-46
• Red Hots, The Red Hots - record; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:32-33
• Red Hots, Ready to Roll - CD; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:58-59
• Red Mountain White Trash; winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:37
• Red Mules, Red Mules - cassette; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:43-44
• Reiman, Jim, Childhood’s Greatest Hits - record; winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:38
• Reiner, David and Pete Anick, Mel Bay’s Old-Time Fiddling Across America - book; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:42
• Renegades, I Need to Find - CD; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:51-52
• Renegades, Renegades - cassette; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:51-52
• Reno, Don and Red Smiley, On the Air - CD; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:42
• Reynolds, Fred and Wayne Seymour, Fred’s Mule: Wayne Seymour and Fred Reynolds - cassette; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:40
• Riddle, Almeda, How Firm a Foundation and Other Traditional Hymns by Almeda Riddle - record; winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:29
• Riddle, Almeda, More Ballads and Hymns from the Ozarks - record; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:37
• Riddle, Leslie, Step by Step - Lesley Riddle Meets the Carter Family: Blues, Country, and Sacred Songs - CD; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:48-49
• Riley, Steve - La Toussaint; fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:39
• Riness, Clay, Walk Along John - cassette; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:39-40
• Ritchie, Jean and Doc Watson, Jean Ritchie and Doc Watson at Folk City - CD; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:44-45
• Ritchie, Jean, Traditional Mountain Dulcimer Taught by Jean Ritchie - cassette; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:44
• Roan Mountain Hilltoppers, Comin’ Round the Mountain - record; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:44-45
• Roan Mountain Hilltoppers, Roan Mountain Hilltoppers - record; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:44-45
• Roberts, Fiddling Doc, Fiddling Doc Roberts - record; spring 90 vol.2 no.3; 35-36
• Roberts, Mark and Sandol Austrausky, Horny Ewe - cassette; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:54
• Robertson, Eck, Famous Cowboy Fiddler - record; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:35
• Robertson, Lonnie - Lonnie's Breakdown; fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:38
• Robic, A. and the Exertions, Old-Time Music Dance Party - record; spring 90 vol.2 no.3:37
• Robichaud, Gary, Down East Fiddling - cassette; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:49
• Rodgers, Jimmie, Singing Brakeman - CD; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:46
• Rorrer, Kinney, Rambling Blues: The Life and Songs of Charlie Poole - book; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:49-50
• Rosenbaum, Art, Folk Visions and Voices: Traditional Music and Song In North Georgia - book; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:53-54
• Rosenberg, Neil V., editor Transforming Tradition: Folk Music Revivals Examined - book; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:52-55
• Ross County Farmers, Farmer’s Frolic - cassette; winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:33-34
• Rough Riders, Whatcha Gonna Do When Yer Likker Gives Out? - cassette; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:47-48
• Round Peak Band, Round Peak Band - cassette; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:44
• Rubin, Mark & Kevin Smith, Slap Bass- The Ungentle Art - video; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:55
• Rufus Crisp Experience - Chickens are a-Crowing; winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:42
• Run of the Mill String Band, Along the Way - cassette; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:40
• Rutherford, Enoch and others, Old Five String Volume 2 - cassette; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:49-50
• Rutherford, Enoch and the Gold Hill Band, Old Cap’n Rabbit - cassette; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:41
• Sackett’s Harbor, 19th Century Dance Music from Western New York State - cassette; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:53-52
• Sacks, Howard and Judith Rose Sacks, Up North in Dixie: A Black Family’s Claim to the Confederate Anthem - book; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:62-63
• Sacks, Judith Rose and Howard Sacks, Up North in Dixie: A Black Family’s Claim to the Confederate Anthem - book; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:62-63
• Salyer, John Morgan, Home Recordings 1941-1942 Vol. 1 - cassette; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:39-40

• Sampson, Harvey and the Big Possum String Band, Flatfoot in the Ashes - record; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:43-44

• Sanchez, Joe, Delio Villareal, and Ray Casias, Matachines - Social & Religious Music of Northern New Mexico, Vol. 1; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:49

• Sauber, Tom, Dirk Powell, John Herrmann, One Eyed Dog: Traditional Mountain Tunes - cassette; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:44

• Savoy, Ann Allen, Cajun Music: A Reflection of a People, Vol. 1 - book; summer 88 vol.1 no.4:40

• Savoy, Marc et.al, How to Play the Cajun Accordion - video; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:50-51

• Schatz, Mark, Brand New Old Tyme Way - CD; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:52-53

• Schneyer, Helen Bonchek - Somber, Sacred and Silly; fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:45-46

• Schultz, Barry, In the Middle of the Night (When the Catfish Bite) - cassette; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:53-54

• Schulz, Jim, Where The Red-Winged Blackbirds Sing - CD; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:41-42

• Schwarz, Tracy & Ginny Hawker, Deep Hollows and High Ridges - CD; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:39

• Schwarz, Tracy, Louisiana and You - cassette; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:39-40

• Sebastian, John, Learn To Play the Autoharp - video; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:49-50

• Seeger, Mike and Paul Brown, Down in North Carolina - CD; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:39-40

• Seeger, Mike et al. (corrected in vol.4 no.7, p. 56), Animal Folk Songs for Children -And Other People - CD; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:53-54

• Seeger, Mike with others, Fresh Old-Time Music - record; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:33

• Seeger, Mike, How to Play Autoharp, How to Play Jaw Harp, How to Play Old-Time Country Mandolin - video; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:46

• Seeger, Mike, Old-Time Banjo Style - video; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:49-50

• Seeger, Mike, Solo: Oldtime Country Music - CD; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:42

• Seeger, Mike, Talking Feet - book; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:50
• Seeger, Mike, Talking Feet: Solo Southern Dance: Buck, Flatfoot, and Tap - video; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:50
• Seeger, Mike, Third Annual Farewell Reunion - CD; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:53-54
• Seeger, Mike, Peggy Seeger, and Penny Seeger and Members of Their Families, American Folk Songs for Christmas - CD; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:56
• Seeger, Mike; Fret n’ Fiddle - video; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:50-51
• Seeger, Peggy, Peggy Seeger, The Folkways Years 1955-1992: Songs of Love and Politics; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:42
• Seeger, Peggy, and Mike and Penny Seeger, American Folk Songs for Christmas - CD; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:56
• Seeger, Penny, and Mike and Peggy Seeger, American Folk Songs for Christmas - CD; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:56
• Seeger, Pete, Darling Corey and Goofing Off Suite - CD; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:49-50
• Seeger, Pete, How to Play the 5-String Banjo - video; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:59
• Seeger, Ruth Crawford, American Folk Songs for Christmas - book; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:60
• Seeger, Ruth Crawford (Selected and Arranged by), Animal Folk Songs for Children - book; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:53-54
• Seitz, Geoff, Good Old Days Are Here - CD; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:49
• Sexton, Lee, Whoa Mule - record; winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:31
• Sexton, Morgan, Rock Dust - record; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:34-35
• Sexton, Morgan, Shady Grove - CD; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:35
• Sexton, Valta, Mountain Memories, Vol.1 - cassette; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:39
• Seymour, Wayne and Fred Reynolds, Fred’s Mule: Wayne Seymour and Fred Reynolds - cassette; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:40
• Shafer, Robert, and Alan Freeman, Back in the Saddle - cassette; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:56
• Shaw, Lauchlin and A.C. Overton - Sally with the Run-Down Shoes; fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:51-52
• Shocked, Michele, Arkansas Traveler - record; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:41-42
• Shull, Bill, Cross-Tuning Your Fiddlle: History, Techniques and Transcriptions -
book; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:61-62

- Shull, Bill, Mel Bay Presents: Cross-Tuning Your Fiddle - book; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:61-62
- Shull, Bill, Missouri State Old-Time Fiddlers Association Guide to Running a Fiddle Contest - book; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:55-56
- Sim Top Ramblers, Banjos, Ballads, Bad Men - cassette; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:45
- Simone the Mrs. and Ken MacKenzie, I’m Following The Stars - cassette; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:60
- Simos, Mark - Race the River Jordan; fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:44-45
- Sinofsky, Bruce and Joe Berlinger, Brother’s Keeper - video; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:56
- Skeeter and the Skidmarks, Alternate Roots - CD; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:41
- Skillet Licker Music, 1955-1991, The Tanner Legacy - cassette; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:41Skillet Lickers, Old-Time Fiddle Tunes And Songs From North Georgia - CD; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:41
- Skillet Lickers, Skillet Lickers - record; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:35-36
- Skirtlifters, Somewhere in Dixie - cassette; spring 89 vol.1 no.7:37-38
- Slaughter, Matokie and the Back Creek Buddies, Saro - cassette; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:49-50
- Smiley, Red and Don Reno, On the Air - CD; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:42
- Smiley, Red, and J.E. Mainer, 20 Bluegrass Favorites - cassette; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:46
- Smith, Doug, Will Keys, and Barbara Kuhns, Sweet Marie - cassette; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:47-48
- Smith, Kevin and Mark Rubin, Slap Bass - The Ungentle Art - video; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:55
- Smith, Lee, Devil’s Dream - book; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:51-52
- Smith, Lynn “Chirps”, Midwestern Harvest - CD; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:42
- Smith, Lynn “Chirps”, Prairie Dog - cassette; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:40-41
- Smith, Raymond and Bob Cowan, In the Hills of Home - cassette; winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:33-34
- Smoke Creek - Smoke Creek; fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:44
• Snow, Cecil and John Richards, Old-Time Fiddlin’ and Pickin’: Cecil and John, the Country Boys - cassette; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:41
• Snow, Jim and Kilby Snow, Father and Son - cassette; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:44-45
• Snow, Kilby and Jim Snow, Father and Son - cassette; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:44-45
• Songer, Earl and Joyce and the Rocky Road Ramblers, Vol. 1, Early Country From Detroit, 1949 to 1951 - cassette; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:47-48
• Southern Mountain Melody Makers (Mac and Jenny Trayham), When the Roses Bloom in Dixieland - record; winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:32
• Spalding, Susan Eike and Jane Harris Woodside, editors, Communities in Motion: Dance, Community, and Tradition in American’s Southeast and Beyond - book; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:58-59
• Specker, John, Old-Time Music - cassette; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:45
• Spence, Joseph and the Pinder Family, The Spring of Sixty-Five - CD; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:56
• Spence, Joseph, Complete Folkways Recordings 1958 - CD; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:50
• Sprague, Carl T., Classic Cowboy Songs - CD; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:44
• Sprouts of Grass, I Like Mountain Music - record; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:33
• Stamper, Art, Lost Fiddler - CD; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:47-48
• Stamper, I.D., Red Wing - record; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:43-44
• Stand Bayou, Stand Bayou - cassette; summer 88 vol.1 no.4:38
• Stanley Brothers, Shadows of the Past - CD; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:49
• Stanley Brothers, Stanley Brothers & the Clinch Mountain Boys 1953-’58 & 1959 - CD; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:43-44
• Stanley Brothers, Stanley Brothers and The Clinch Mountain Boys 1949-1952 - CD; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:40-41
• Stanley Brothers, Stanley Brothers: Volume 3, Number 4 - CD; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:46-47
• Stanley Brothers, Stanley Series Vol. 4 No. 1- CD; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:36-37
• Stanley Brothers, The Stanley Brothers on WCYB Bristol - record; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:33-34
• Stanley, Ralph [and the Clinch Mountain Boys], Short Life Of Trouble: Songs Of Grayson and Whitter - CD; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:46
• Stanley, Ralph and the Clinch Mountain Boys, 1971-1973 - CD; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:48
• Stanley, Ralph, Back to the Cross - CD; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:49-50
• Stanley, Ralph, Banjo of Ralph Stanley from Old-Time to Bluegrass - video; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:49
• State of the Ozarks - The Way I Heard It; fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:41
• Stecher, Jody and Kate Brislin - Heart Songs of Utah Phillips; winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:34
• Stecher, Jody & Kate Brislin, A Song That Will Linger - record; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:31-32
• Stecher, Jody & Kate Brislin, Blue Lightning - CD; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:37
• Stecher, Jody & Kate Brislin, Stay Awhile - CD; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:54
• Stecher, Jody & Kate Brislin, Our Town - CD; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:42-43
• Stefanini, Rafe and Bob Herring, Old Paint - CD; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:49-50
• Stewed Mulligan, 2 Stewed 4 U - record; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:51-52
• Stinnett, Cyril, Grey Eagle in C - cassette; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:37-41
• Stinnett, Cyril, Mahoney’s Reel - cassette; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:37-41
• Stinnett, Cyril, Salty River Reel - cassette; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:37-41
• Stone, Cliffie, Cliffie Stone’s Radio Transcriptions 1944-1949 -CD; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:40
• Stoneking, Fred - Saddle Old Spike; winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:44
• Stoneman, Ernest V., Edison Recordings - 1928 - CD; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:35
• Stover, Don and Friends, My Blue Ridge Memories - record; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:32
• Stover, Don, Don Stover - Live at Davis & Elkins College - cassette; winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:40
• Stover, Doc and Mac Martin - Live at The Moose; spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:46
• Stover, Don, Things in Life - CD; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:55-56
• Strange Creek Singers - Strange Creek Singers; winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:44
• Strings and Things, Shady Grove; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:52-53
• Stripling Brothers - Complete Recorded Works Vols. 1, 2; fall 98 vol. 6 no.5:42
• Sumner, Marion, Road to Home - record; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:48-49
• Sutherland, Pete and Karen, Pass the Word Downriver - cassette; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:50-51
• Sutphin, Kirk, Fiddlin’ Around - cassette; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:44-45
• Sutphin, Kirk, Old Roots and New Branches - CD; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:53
• Sykes, Robert and the Surry County Boys, Black-Eyed Susan - record; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:29
• Talley, Thomas W., Negro Folk Rhymes - book; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:54-55
• Tanner, Gid and his Skillet Lickers - A Corn Licker Still in Georgia; spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:42
• Tarras, Dave, Yiddish-American Klezmer Music 1925-1956 - CD; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:46
• Tenenbaum, Molly, And the Hillsides Are All Covered with Cakes - cassette; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:47
• Terry, Sonny, Woody Guthrie, Sonny Terry, Struggle - CD; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:48-50
• Terry, Sonny - Whoopin' the Blues 1958-1974; fall 98 vol. 6 no.5:52
• Texas Shorty and John Hartford, Old Sport - CD; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:56-57
• Texas Style - film; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:41
• The Wrights with Marion Sumner, I’ll Always Care - record; fall 88 vol.1 no.5:36
• Thieme, Art, On the River - CD; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:45-46
• Thomas, Buddy - Kitty Puss; fall 98 vol. 6 no.5:40
• Thomasson, Benny & Jerry, Weiser Reunion - cassette; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:44
• Thompson, Eric and Suzy, Adam & Eve Had the Blues - cassette; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:38
• Thompson, Joe and Odell, Old-Time Music from the North Carolina Piedmont - cassette; spring 90 vol.2 no.3:39
• Thompson, Ryan, Ryan’s Banjo - cassette; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:36-37
• Thomson, Ryan J., Fiddling for Beginners - Fiddle Learning Tape #1 - cassette; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:38
• Three Stripped Gears - record; summer 88 vol.1 no.4:36
• Toast String Stretchers, Wanted - cassette; winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:40
• Tompkins County Horseflies, Chokers and Flies - Old-Time Music - record; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:31-32
• Tracy Schwarz Trio, Mes Amis!; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:47-48
• Travis, Merle, Folk Songs of the Hills - CD; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:56-57
• Travis, Merle, Merle Travis 1944-1949 - CD; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:47
• Travis, Merle, Merle Travis: Rare Performances 1946-1981 - video; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:51
• Traynham, Mac & Jenny, The Sweetest Way Home: Old-Time and Gospel Duets - cassette; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:50
• Tribe, Ivan M., Stonemans - An Appalachian Family and the Music That Shaped Their Lives - book; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:51
• Trowbridge, Dave, and Jim Tucker, Jim and Dave: Early Country Duets - cassette; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:40-41
• Troxell Brothers, Troxsong - The Troxell Brothers - cassette; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:48
• Troy, Leroy, Banjo Salute: Leroy Troy, the Tennessee Slicker - cassette; spring 90 vol.2 no.3:41
• Tucker, Jim, and Dave Trowbridge, Jim and Dave: Early Country Duets - cassette; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:40-41
• Tuttle, Jack and Friends, Fiddler Magazine’s Old-Timey Jam - video; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:53-54
• Uncle Willie & the Brandy Snifters, Going Nowhere Fast - cassette; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:47-48
• Ungar, Jay and Molly Mason - Civil War Classics; fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:49-50
• Ungar, Jay and Molly Mason, Fiddler’s Guide to Waltzes, Airs and Haunting
Melodies - video; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:54

• Upchurch, Early, The Great Reaping Day - record; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:34
• Villareal, Delio, Joe Sanchez, and Ray Casias, Matachines - Social & Religious Music of Northern New Mexico, Vol. 1 - cassette; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:49
• Volo Bogtrotters, Backside of Buncombe - cassette; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:47-48
• Volo Bogtrotters, Tough Luck - cassette; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:44
• Volo Bogtrotters, Volo Bogtrotters - cassette; summer 88 vol.1 no.4:38-39
• Wade, Stephen - Dancing in the Parlor; summer 98 vol. 6 no.4:45
• Wakefield, Frank and Red Allen, Kitchen Tapes - CD; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:51-52
• Walden, Charlie with Emily and Dennis Buckhannon, Traditional Fiddle Music of Missouri - cassette; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:51
• Walden, Charlie, Draggin’ the Bow - cassette; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:41-42
• Walden, Charlie, Traditional Fiddle Music of Missouri - cassette; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:36
• Walker, William, Southern Harmony and Musical Companion - book; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:38
• Wallin, Doug and Jack Wallin, Family Songs and Stories - CD; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:56-57
• Wallin, Jack and Doug Wallin, Family Songs and Stories - CD; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:56-57
• Walters, Bob, Drunken Wagoner - cassette; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:37-41
• Walters, Bob, Paddy on the Turnpike - cassette; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:37-41
• Wandering Ramblers, Rambling & Wondering - cassette; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:53-54
• Warner, Jeff and Jeff Davis, Old-Time Songs for Kids - cassette; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:38
• Warner, Jeff and Jeff Davis - Two Little Boys: More Old-Time Songs for Kids; summer 98 vol. 6 no.4:53
• Warner, Jeff and Jeff Davis, Wilder Joy - cassette; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:38
• Waters, Muddy, Maintenance Shop Blues - video; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:49
• Watson Family, Watson Family - CD; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:52
• Watson, Doc & Bill Monroe, Off the Record, Volume 2 - Bill Monroe and Doc Watson Live Duet Recordings 1963 - 1980 - CD; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:50-51
• Watson, Doc and Jean Ritchie, Jean Ritchie and Doc Watson at Folk City - CD; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:44-45
• Watson, Doc, Doc’s Guitar - video; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:59
• Watson, Doc, My Dear Old Southern Home - CD and cassette; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:50
• Watson, Doc, Vanguard Years (Sampler) - CD; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:52
• Watson, Doc, Rare Performances 1963-1981- video; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:63
• Watson, Doc, Rare Performances 1982-1993- video; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:63
• Watson, Doc and Merle; fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:42-43
• Watson, Doc and Merle in Concert (Video Review); winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:49
• Watson, Jamie, Tell The Truth - CD; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:40
• Watson, Merle, Country Guitar Style - cassette; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:51
• Webster, Cory, Lewis Downey, Richard McClane, Tom Smart - Down in Utah; spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:47
• Welling, Frank and John McGhee, Sacred, Sentimental and Silly Songs - record; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:40-42
• Wellington, Bill, Songs, Tales, and Tunes from the World of Folklore: WOOF - cassette; summer 91 vol.2 no.8:47-48
• Wells, Lightin’, Bull Frog Blues - CD; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:44-45
• West, Harry and Jeanie, I Need the Prayers of Those I Love - record; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:33-34
• West, Harry and Jeanie, In A Little Village Church Yard - record; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:33-34
• Whistlepigs, Out of Their Hole - cassette; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:43-44
• White, John T., Git Along Little Dogies - book; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:37
• White, Robert and Dwight Trusty, Acoustic Gold Country And Gospel - A Tribute To Mother Maybelle Carter - cassette; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:47
• Whitehill, Dave, and Scott Ainslie, transcribers; Robert Johnson At the Crossroads: The Author itative Guitar Transcriptions - book; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:51
• Whitey and Hogan with the Briarhoppers, Early Radio - record; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:37
• Whitstein Brothers, Sweet Harmony - CD; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:51
• Whitstein, Charles, and Charlie Louvin, Hoping That You’re Hoping - CD; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:48
• Whittemore, Tod, and Cathy Fink, Learn To Yodel - cassette; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:2-43
• Wiggins, Gene, Fiddlin’ Georgia Crazy - book; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:38
• Wildcats, On Our Knees - cassette; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:45
• Wildcats, Wildcats - cassette; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:33
• Williams Family, All In the Family - record; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:30
• Williams, Linda, & Robin Williams & Their Fine Group, Good News - CD; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:55-56
• Williams, Robin, and Linda, Live in Holland - CD; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:45-46
• Williams, Vivian, Brand New Old-Time Fiddle Tunes No. 2 - cassette; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:46-47
• Williams, Vivian, ed., 169 Brand New Old-Time Fiddle Tunes, Volume 3 - Jigs, Reels, Polkas, Waltzes, Marches, Two-Steps, Hornpipes, Schottisches, Bluegrass Tunes by American & summer 92 vol.3 no.4:54-55
• Williams, Vivian, Harley Bray and Phil Williams, Winter Moon - cassette; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:37
• Williams, Robin and Linda Williams and Their Fine Group, Good News - CD; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:55-56
• Williamson, Tony - All for Naught; fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:48
• Williamson, Tony and Gary - My Rocky River Home; fall 98 vol. 6 no.5:50
• Willy Milo Stringband, Trouble - cassette; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:50-51
• Wilson Brothers, Jesus Is My Choice - cassette; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:48-49
• Wilson, Nile, Tie Hacker Hoe-Down - CD; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:52-53
• Wilson, Red and Bruce Greene, Old-Time Pickin’ - cassette; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:50-51
• Wine, Melvin, Hannah at the Springhouse - cassette; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:34
• Wolfe Brothers String Band - CD; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:44
• Wolfe, Charles - The Devil's Box: Masters of Southern Fiddling; fal
• Wolfe, Charles, and Kip Lornell, Life and Legend of Leadbelly - book; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:51-52
• Woodside, Jane Harris and Susan Eike Spalding, editors, Communities in Motion: Dance, Community, and Tradition in American’s Southeast and Beyond - book; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:58-59
• Wright, John, Traveling the Highway Home: Ralph Stanley and the World of Traditional Bluegrass Music - book; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:51-52
• Wright, Will, Childhood’s Greatest Hits - record; winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:38
• Young, Victoria and Dick Harrington, Long Journey - cassette; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:51-52
• Various Artists - Alan Lomax Collection; winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:47
• Various Artists - Anthology of American Folk Music; spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:43
• Various Artists - Billy in the Lowgrounds-Old-Time Music from the Newport Folk Festival, 1966 (Video Review); fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:52-53
• Various Artists - Black Banjo Songsters of North Carolina and Virginia; fall 98 vol. 6 no.5:46
• Various Artists - Celtic Mouth Music; winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:43
• Various Artists - Close to Home; winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:33
• Various Artists - Cotton Mills and Fiddles; fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:39
• Various Artists - Crossroads: Southern Routes; fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:46
• Various Artists - Fiddlers of Eastern Prince Edward Island; spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:52
• Various Artists - Fiddlers of Western Prince Edward Island; spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:52
• Various Artists - Fiddle Jam Sessions; spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:48
• Various Artists - 15 Louisiana Cajun Classics; fall 97 vol. 6 no. 1:39
• Various Artists - I Can't Be Satisfied; winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:34
• Various Artists - Legends of Country Guitar (Video Review); spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:53
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Release Date</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Various Artists - Mexican American Dance Orchestras 1926-1938</td>
<td>spring 98</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3:46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various Artists - Mexican Border Music Vol. 5</td>
<td>spring 98</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3:46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various Artists - Mississippi String Bands Vol 1.;</td>
<td>summer 98</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4:55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various Artists - A Musical Journey: The Films of Pete, Toshi and</td>
<td>spring 98</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3:53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan Seeger (Video Review)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various Artists - Music From the Lost Provinces</td>
<td>fall 98</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5:44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various Artists - Negro Blues and Hollers</td>
<td>fall 98</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5:40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various Artists - The Rose Grew Around the Briar</td>
<td>spring 98</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3:43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various Artists - Rural String Bands of Tennessee</td>
<td>winter 97-98</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2:39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various Artists - Shady Grove: Old-Time Music from North Carolina,</td>
<td>spring 98</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3:54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky and Virginia (Video Review)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various Artists - 60th Annual Old Fiddlers' Convention</td>
<td>fall 97</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1:41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various Artists - Smithsonian Folkways American Roots Collection</td>
<td>summer 98</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4:54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various Artists - Songs and Ballads of the Anthracite Miners</td>
<td>winter 97-98</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2:36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various Artists - Songs of the Old Regular Baptists</td>
<td>summer 98</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4:54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various Artists - Southern Journey Vol. 1</td>
<td>fall 98</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5:43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various Artists - Southern Journey Vol. 2</td>
<td>winter 97-98</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2:31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various Artists - Southern Journey Vols. 3-6</td>
<td>fall 98</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5:45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various Artists - Times Ain't Like They Used to Be</td>
<td>spring 98</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3:43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various Artists - A Treasury of Library of Congress Field Recordings</td>
<td>spring 98</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3:41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various Artists - When I Was a Cowboy Vols. 1, 2</td>
<td>winter 97-98</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2:37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various Artists, “ki ho’alu” That’s Slack Key Guitar - video</td>
<td>summer 96</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4:56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various Artists, 1988 Festival of American Fiddle Tunes - cassette</td>
<td>fall 89</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1:36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various Artists, 55th Annual Old Fiddler’s Convention Recorded Live</td>
<td>fall 92</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5:44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• Various Artists, 58th Annual Old Fiddler’s Convention - cassette; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:58-59
• Various Artists, A Calling Card For Friendship: Field Recordings of the State of Colorado: 1982-1987 - cassette; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:46-47
• Various Artists, A Fiddlers Convention in Mountain City, Tennessee - record; winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:37
• Various Artists, Altamont: Black Stringband Music From the Library of Congress - record; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:35
• Various Artists, American Banjo Three Finger and Scruggs Style - record, CD, cassette; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:47-48
• Various Artists, American Fogies Volume One - CD; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:43-44
• Various Artists, American Fogies, Volume Two - CD; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:49-50
• Various Artists, Ballad Tradition - record; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:35
• Various Artists, Banjo Legacy - record; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:41-42
• Various Artists, Banjo Meltdown: Various Artists at the Tennessee Banjo Institute - video; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:50
• Various Artists, Barnicle-Cadle Recordings from Eastern Tennessee and Kentucky - record; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:29-30
• Various Artists, Before the Blues - CD; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:45-46
• Various Artists, Best of Seedtime on the Cumberland; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:45-46
• Various Artists, Bound For Canaan: Sacred Harp Singing from Sand Mountain, Alabama - cassette; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:43-44
• Various Artists, Bristol Sessions - record; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:39
• Various Artists, Cajun Dance Party Fais Do-Do - CD; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:50-52
• Various Artists, Cajun Social Music - CD; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:40
• Various Artists, Cajun Visits/Les Blues de Balfa - video; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:58-59
• Various Artists, Clawhammer Banjo Volume 3 - record; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:46
• Various Artists, Clawhammer Banjo: Old-Time Banjo and Fiddle Tunes - record; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:45-46
• Various Artists, Collection of Mountain Banjo Songs and Tunes - record; fall 91
vol.3 no.1:45

- Various Artists, Cowboy Songs on Folkways - CD; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:53
- Various Artists, Crazy About a Song: Old-Time Ballad Singers and Musicians from Virginia and North Carolina, 1979-1983 - cassettes w/booklet; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:54-55
- Various Artists, Day at the County Fair: Early Country Comedy featuring Gid Tanner, Clayton McMichen, Riley Puckett, and others - record; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:48-49
- Various Artists, Don’t Mourn-Organize: Songs of Labor Songwriter Joe Hill - CD; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:50
- Various Artists, Down Around Bowmantown: A Portrait of a Musical Community in Northeast Tennessee - record; winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:37
- Various Artists, Down Home Country Blues Classics - CD; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:43
- Various Artists, Echoes of the Ozarks Vol. 1 - CD; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:37
- Various Artists, Echoes of the Ozarks Vol. 2 - CD; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:37
- Various Artists, Eight Hand Sets and Holy Steps: Early Dance Tunes and Songs of Praise from North Carolina’s Black Tradition - record; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:35-36
- Various Artists, Flatpicking Guitar Festival - CD; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:46
- Various Artists, Folk Masters: Great Performances Recorded Live at the Barns of Wolftrap - CD; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:42-43
- Various Artists, Folk Song America - CD, record, cassette; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:52-53
- Various Artists, Folk Visions and Voices: Traditional Music and Song in North Georgia, Vol.2 - record; winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:38-39
- Various Artists, Georgia Folk - A Sampler of Traditional Sounds: Recordings from 1928-1989 - cassette; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:50
- Various Artists, Going Uptown: Old-Time String Bands, Vol. 2 - cassette; winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:41-42
- Various Artists, Good Mornin’ Blues - video; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:57-58
- Various Artists, Great Big Yam Potatoes: Anglo-American Fiddle Music from Mississippi - record; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:42-43
• Various Artists, High Atmosphere - CD; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:49
• Various Artists, High Lonesome: The Story of Bluegrass Music - video; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:59
• Various Artists, Hollerin’ - record; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:37
• Various Artists, If You Can’t Dance To It, It’s Not Old-Time Fiddle! Traditional and Old-Time Fiddle Music from Montana - record; summer 88 vol.1 no.4:37
• Various Artists, Iowa State Fare: Music From The Heartland - CD; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:47
• Various Artists, It’ll Never Happen Again: Old-Time String Bands, Vol. 1 - cassette; winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:41
• Various Artists, Johnny’s Gone to War - cassette; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:45
• Various Artists, Jump Fingers: Missouri Old-Time Dance Bands - cassette; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:44
• Various Artists, Keep On the Sunny Side: A Tribute to the Carter Family - CD; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:43
• Various Artists, Land of Yahoe - Children’s Entertainments From the Days Before Television - CD; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:50
• Various Artists, Legends of Old-Time Music - video; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:58-59
• Various Artists, Legends of Traditional Fingerstyle Guitar - video; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:52-53
• Various Artists, Library of Congress Banjo Collection - record; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:33
• Various Artists, Live Again! WCYB Bristol Farm and Fun Time - record; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:33-34
• Various Artists, Marimac Anthology: Deep in Old-Time Music - CD; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:49-50
• Various Artists, Masters of the Folk Violin - cassette; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:37
• Various Artists, Meeting in the Air: Cherokee, Black and White Sacred Music From the Mountains, John C. Campbell Folk School - CD; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:52-53
• Various Artists, Minnesota Polka: Dance Music from Four Traditions - record; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:48-49
• Various Artists, Minstrel Banjo Style - CD; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:44-45
• Various Artists, More Clawhammer Banjo Songs and Tunes from the Mountains - record; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:46
• Various Artists, Mountain Music Bluegrass Style - CD; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:48
• Various Artists, Mountain Music of Kentucky - CD; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:46
• Various Artists, Mountain Valley Music - cassette; summer 91 vol.2 no.8:46
• Various Artists, Music Never Stopped: Roots of the Grateful Dead - CD; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:45-46
• Various Artists, Norteno & Tejano Accordion Pioneers (‘29–‘39): Texas-Mexican Border Music Vol. III - CD; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:54-55
• Various Artists, Norwegian-American Music from Minnesota: Old-Time and Traditional Favorites - record; winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:38
• Various Artists, Now That’s A Good Tune: Masters of Traditional Missouri Fiddling - record; spring 90 vol.2 no.3:36
• Various Artists, Old Ship Sailing For The Promised Land: White Gospel Music 1926-38 - cassette; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:48-49
• Various Artists, Old-Time Banjo Anthology Vols 1 & 2 - cassette; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:43-44
• Various Artists, Old-Time Fiddle Classics, Vol 2 - record; summer 91 vol.2 no.8:42
• Various Artists, Old-Time Fiddlers of Prince Edward Island- cassette; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:46-47
• Various Artists, Old-Time Harmonica Classics - record; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:46-47
• Various Artists, Old-Time Music On The Air, Vol. Two - CD; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:52
• Various Artists, Old-Time Music On the Air: Volume One - CD; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:50-51
• Various Artists, Old-Time String Band Classics - record; summer 91 vol.2 no.8:42
• Various Artists, Old-Time Fiddler’s Repertory - cassette; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:37-41
• Various Artists, Old-Time Mountain Ballads - CD; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:50
• Various Artists, Out of the Blacks Into the Blues: Along the Old Man River - video; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:51
• Various Artists, Pioneers of Cajun Accordion - record; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:31
• Various Artists, Possum Up A Gum Stump: Home, Field, and Commercial Recordings of Alabama Fiddlers, Past and Present - record; fall 88 vol.1 no.5:36-37

• Various Artists, Push Them Clouds Away: Old-Time Country Music 1924-1938 - cassette; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:48-49

• Various Artists, Ridin’ In An Old Model T: Toddlers, Wobbles, Rags, and Blues - record; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:30-31

• Various Artists, Roots and Branches - CD; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:47

• Various Artists, Round the Heart of Old Galax, Vols. 1, 2, 3 - record; winter 89-90 vol.1 no.2:31

• Various Artists, Rural String Bands of Virginia - CD; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:39

• Various Artists, Seedtime on the Cumberland Sampler, 1990-91 - CD; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:42-43

• Various Artists, Seems Like Romance to Me: Traditional Fiddle Tunes from Ohio - record; winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:38

• Various Artists, Slide guitar: Bottles, Knives, and Steel, Vol. 2 - CD; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:60

• Various Artists, Stained Glass Hour: Bluegrass and Old-Timey Gospel Music - CD; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:55

• Various Artists, Sugar In the Gourd:The Music of Home Crafts Day 1990 - cassette; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:48-49

• Various Artists, Tennessee Strings - record; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:38

• Various Artists, Texas Old-Time Fiddling - cassette; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:47

• Various Artists, The Music Never Dies: A Vandalia Sampler - record; spring 89 vol.1 no.7:36-37

• Various Artists, Times Ain’t Like They Used To Be: Early Rural & Popular American Music 1928-1935 - video; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:50-51

• Various Artists, Traditional Music from the Cumberland Plateau, Vol. 1: Gettin’ Up the Stairs - record; fall 88 vol.1 no.5:35-36

• Various Artists, Traditional Music from the Cumberland Plateau, Vol. 2: Five Miles Out of Town - record; fall 88 vol.1 no.5:35-36

• Various Artists, Tribute To The Appalachian String Band Music Festival - CD; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:45-46
• Various Artists, Tribute to Tommy Jarrell - record; winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:37
• Various Artists, Virginia Breakdown - record; winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:30
• Various Artists, Virginia Carolina Sampler - record; winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:30-31
• Various Artists, Visits - record; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:44
• Various Artists, Washington Traditional Fiddlers Project - Old-Time Dance Fiddlers of Washington, Volume 1 - cassette; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:41-42
• Various Artists, Washington Traditional Fiddlers Project - Vol. II “Generations” - CD; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:50-51
• Various Artists, Where the Southern Crosses the Dog: Mississippi Fiddler Music 1928-35 - cassette; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:57-58
• Various Artists, Yearlings in the Canebrake: Texas Fiddle Music 1924-30 - cassette; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:46-47
• Various Artists, Young Fogies - CD; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:53-54
• Various Artists, Young Fogies - record; winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:39-40
• Various Artists, Young Fogies Vol. II - CD; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:40-41

**Revival, Old-Time Music:** summer 91 vol.2 no.8:24-28+

**Ringer, Jim** - author “Thoughts on Sweet’s Mill”; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:41

**Rinzler, Ralph:** winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:8-9

**Roberson, Oscar;** spring 90 vol.2 no.3:5-6

**Roberson, Oscar** - author “Epitaph” (poem); spring 90 vol.2 no.3:6

**Roberts, Mary Hardy;** fall 92 vol.3 no.5:18-19

**Robertson, Eck;** fall 92 vol.3 no.5:20-25

**Robertson, Lonnie;** fall 94 vol.4 no.5:12-13

**Rodgers, Jimmie;** spring 92 vol.3 no.3:7-9

**Rogers, Eula;** fall 90 vol.2 no.5:4-5+

**Romtvedt, David** - author “Fiddler From Bernal”; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:12-15+, “Visit With Santiago Jiminez, Jr.”; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:14-18

**Roosevelt, Eleanor;** spring 91 vol.2 no.7:18-19

**Rosenbaum, Art;** winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:22-35
Rosenbaum, Margo; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:22-35

Royal Agricultural Winter Fair and Horse Show; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:24-27

Rubin, Mark; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:11-13

Rubin, Mark - author “Santiago Jiminez, Jr.”; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:18

Russell, Carolyn and Steve Goldfield - authors “Mel Durham: Cosmopolitan Old-Time Fiddler”; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:22-29

Salyer, John Morgan; fall 97 vol.6 no.1:20-27
cross-ref fiddlers, kentucky Samples, Mack; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:9-13+

Sandomirsky, Sharon; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:20-24

Savoy, Ann Allen - author “Honky-Tonking Cajun Style”; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:8-9

Schmidt, Bill; winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:22-26

Scotland; fall 88 vol.1 no.5:15-16


Seitz, Geoff; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:32-34

Sexton, Morgan; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:19-21

Sexton, Morgan, obit; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:20

Shaped-Note Singing; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:8-9

Shaw, Evelyn - author “L. N. Shaw - A Harnett County Fiddler”; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:14-20

Shaw, Lauchlin; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:14-20

Shirk, A.V. - author “Moses Asch & Smithsonian Folkways Records”; fall 97 vol. 6 no.1:16-19, 28, 56

Shombert, Dave - author “Double Decker String Band”; winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:22-2, “Living In Tradition: An Interview with Gerry Milnes”; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:12-15, “Morgan Sexton 1911-1992: I Like To Meet A Fella Like You”; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:19-21, “Kirk Judd and the Bing Brothers; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:20

Shouting (spiritual); winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:30,
Shull, Bill; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:21-22

Shull, Bill - author “Lyman Enloe”; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:18, Charlie Walden”; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:16, “Howard (Rusty) Marshall”; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:17, “Missouri Fiddle Contests”; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:21, “R. P. Christenson”; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:17, “Stover Connection”; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:24

Shupe, Greg - author “Our Down Under Experience”; spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:24

Sinclair, Rose; summer 88 vol.1 no.4:7

Singers

- Barnes, Doc; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:26
- Barnes, Lucy; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:26
- Brislin, Kate; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:28-37+
- Calhoun, Walker; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:24-28
- Carter Family; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:8-10
- Darby, Tom; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:6-7
- Delmore Brothers; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:8-11
- Grayson, G.B.; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:7-8
- Harper, Roy; fall 88 vol.1 no.5:10-14
- Hawker, Ginny; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:20-23
- Justice, Kay; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:20-23
- Kazee, Buell; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:23-26+
- Mitchell, Fleeta; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:27
- Mitchell, Nathaniel; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:27
- Norton, Dellie Chandler; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:18-19+
- Reed, Ola Belle Campbell; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:17-22
- Rodgers, Jimmie; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:7-9
- Stecher, Jody; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:28-37+
- Thompson, Ernest; winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:18-20
- Woodie, Ephraim; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:38-46
• Woodie, Ephraim; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:26-35
• Woodie, Lawton; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:38-46

Skillet Lickers; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:8-12+

Slate Mountain Ramblers; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:3-8


Smith, Arthur; summer 90 vol.2 no.4: 15-17

Smith, Beverly; summer 88 vol.1 no.4: 7-8

Smith, Chirps - author “Old-Time Music on CD”; spring 95 vol.4 no.7: 14-17+

Smith, Chirps, and Charlie Walden, “Mid-America Old-Time Fiddling Championship & Convention, Mid-America Old-Time Fiddlers Contest, Bethel Missouri, June 16-18, 1995”; spring 96 vol.5 no.3: 23

Smith, Ernest; summer 90 vol.2 no.4: 15-17

Smith, Leonard; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6: 20-21

Smith, Lynn “Chirps” - author “25 Essential Old-Time Recordings”; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:13-15

Smithsonian Folkways; fall 97 vol. 6 no.1:16-19, 28, 56

Sound Systems (PA); fall 95 vol.5 no.1: 38-39

Spencer, Emily; spring 93 vol.3 no.7: 18-23

Spencer, Thornton; spring 93 vol.3 no.7: 18-23
Spilkia, Dave - author “Banjo Workshop”; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5: 36-37

Staggers, Jake; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:33

Stecher, Jody; spring 96 vol.5 no.3: 28-37+

Stewart, Mike; summer 96 vol.5 no.4: 16-19

Stinnett, Cyril; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:10-11

Stone, Joyce Barnes - author “Eulogy written for Jehile Kirkhoff”; spring 93 vol.3 no.7: 16

Storytellers

- McMillon, Bobby; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4: 12-14

Stouten, Molly - author “‘Omie Wise’: The Ballad As History”; spring 97 vol.5 no.7: 25-30

Stringbands

- African-American Stringbands fall 87 vol.1 no.1:15-18
- Carolina Night Hawks; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:26-30
- Coon Creek Girls; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:8-12
- Dykes Magic City Trio; spring 88 vol.1 no. 3:4-8
- Fat City String Band; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:22-24
- Fiddlin’ Powers and His Family; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:10-14+
- Fuzzy Mountain String Band; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:20-24
- Heartbeats; summer 88 vol.1 no.4:6-9
- Henpecked Husbands; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:38-46
- Hix; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:22-29
- Humdingers; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:24-28
- Japan; winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:11-12
- Johnson Family String Band; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:13-17
- Murphy, Gribble, and Lusk; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:27-31
- New Southern Ramblers; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:14-17+
- Red Mules; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:20-26
• Skillet Lickers; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:8-12+
• Slate Mountain Ramblers; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:3-9
• Thompson, Joe and Odell; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:4-7
• Virginia Whistle Pigs; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:16-19
• Wayne County Apple Knockers; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:22-29
• Whitetop Mountain Band; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:18-23

Stuber, John; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:30-40

Summers, John; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:25

Sutphin, Kirk - author “Ernest Thompson: A Pioneer Country Recording Artist”; winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:18-20

Sutphin Family; summer 98 vol. 6 no.4:30

Tablature/Notation; “Callahan” from the playing of Art Rosenbaum; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:44, “Omie Wise” from the singing of Dolly Greer; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:30

Tablature/Notation - banjo
• “Cleveland’s March” from the playing of Roscoe Parish; winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:20
• “Graveyard” from the playing of Cousin Emmy; spring 90 vol.2 no.3:16
• “Half Shaved” from the playing of Fields Ward; summer 88 vol.1 no.4:32
• “I’ve Endured” from the playing of Ola Belle Reed; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:43
• “Jake Gilley” from the playing of Matokie Slaughter; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:42
• “June Apple” from the playing of Benton Flippen; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:42
• “Mrs. McCloud’s Reel” from Phil Rice’s “Correct method for the Banjo” (1859); spring 95 vol.4 no.7:38
• “Old Bunch of Keys” from the playing of Tommy Jarrell; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:44-45
• “Old Sally Brown” from the playing of Calvin Cole; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:30
• “Old Zip Coon” from “Briggs’ Banjo Instructor” (1855); spring 95 vol.4 no.7:38
• “Pretty Little Miss” from the playing of Buell Kazee; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:34
• “Rockingham Cindy” from the playing of Tommy Jarrell; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:43
• “Round Town Gals” after the playing of Fred Cockerham; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:37
• “Rya’s House” from the playing of Odell Thompson; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:28
• “Soldier’s Joy” from the playing of Kyle Creed; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:43
• “Sweet Little Julie”; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:30, “Valley Forge” from the playing of Ramona & Mark Jones; winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:27

Tablature/Notation - banjo (correction) “Soldier’s Joy” from the playing of Kyle Creed; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:43

Tablature/Notation - fiddle
• “Autumn Breeze” from the playing of Jehile Kirkhuff; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:37
• “Back in ’89” from the playing of Lyman Enloe; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:36
• “Belcher’s Reel” from the playing of Alva Belcher; summer 91 vol.2 no.8:37
• “Bill Cheatem” from the playing of the Kimbles; winter 90-91 vol.2 no.6:29
• “Dickson County Blues” after the playing of Ralph Blizard; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:30-31
• “Flop-Eared Mule” from the playing of the Reedy-Blevins Band; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:30
• “Four & Twenty Blackbirds Dancing on a Fawn Skin” from the playing of Lynn “Chirps” Smith; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:38
• “George Graham’s Cotillion” from the playing of Jehile Kirkhuff; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:37
• “Going Down the Road Feeling Bad” from the playing of Tommy Jarrell; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:32-33
• “Grand Picnic” from the playing of Joe Politte; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:27
• “Hell Among the Yearlings” from the playing of Eck Robertson; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:32
• “Hezekiah” from the playing of Mel Durham; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:36
• “I Fall on My Knees” from the playing of Tommy Jarrell; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:40
• “Kitty Puss” from the playing of Buddy Thomas; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:31
• “Knoxville Rag” from the playing of Etta Baker; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:18
• “La Indita” from the playing of Cleofes Ortiz; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:42
• “Larry O’Gaff” from the playing of Grant Rogers; summer 91 vol.2 no.8:36
• “Limber Neck Blues” from the playing of Will Narmour and Shell Smith; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:49
• “Log Chain” from the playing of Lonnie Seymour; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:45
• “Old Buck” from the playing of Tommy Jarrell; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:38-39
• “Old Bunch of Keys” - correction; spring 92 vol.3 no.3:39-40
• “Old Bunch of Keys” from the playing of Tommy Jarrell; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:46-47
• “Old Man’s Tune” from the playing of John Kennedy; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:20
• “Old Sledge” from a thesis by Malvin Newton; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:37
• “Omie Wise” as played and sung by Clyde Davenport; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:30
• “Rolling River” from the playing of John Lusk; summer 90 vol.2 no.4:21
• “Sally With the Run-Down Shoes” from the playing of Lauchlin Shaw; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:43
• “Salty River Reel” from the playing Cyril Stinnett; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:27
• “Shortening Bread”; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:20-21
• “Step Up Susan” from the playing of Cyril Stinnett; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:36
• “Tempy” from the playing of Tommy Jarrell; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:30-31
• “Trumpey’s Hoedown” by Cecil Plum; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:44
• “Wild Rose of the Mountain” from the playing of J.P. Fraley; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:37
• “Valley Forge” from the playing of Ramona Jones; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:22

Tanner, Gid; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:28-32+, winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:8-12+

Tanner, Gordon; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:34

Tanner, Phil; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:34

Tarlton, Jimmie; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:6-7

Tarrier, Dick - author “Copyright, Registration, Publishing - Basics”; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:14-15

Teachers, Music
• Roberts, Mary Hardy; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:18-19
• Spencer, Emily; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:18-23
• Spencer, Thornton; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:18-23

Tenenbaum, Molly - author “Cotton Eye Joe” (poem); winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:9, “Tunes and Ideas and Words: the Musical Mind of Mark Graham”; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:12-15, “Holiday Special! 25 Essential Albums: Music I Have Known & Loved”; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:20-25 Tenenbaum, Molly - author “Notes from the Judges Booth”; spring 98 vol. 6 no.3:15

Tennessee
• Campaign; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:27-31
• Giles County; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:12-14+
• Jamestown; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:11-16
• Kingsport; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:4-8, winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:14-17+
• Nashville; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:23-25

Tennessee Banjo Institute; spring 89 vol.1 no.7:10

Texas; fall 92 vol.3 no.5:20-25

Texas
• Austin; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:14-18, fall 93 vol.4 no.1:20-28, fall 93 vol.4 no.1:11-13, spring 94 vol.4 no.3:20-22+, fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:18-26
• Houston; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:18-26

Texas Heritage Festival 1993; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:28

Thompson, Bobbie; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:20-24

Thompson, Donald “Tommy”; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:26-30

Thompson, Ernest; winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:18-20

Thompson, Joe; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:4-7, spring 97 vol.5 no.7:9-11+

Thompson, Odell; “Odell Thompson 1911-1994,” fall 94 vol.4 no.5:9

Thompson, Odell; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:4-7

Threadgill’s (Bar); spring 94 vol.4 no.3:20-22+

Tommy Thompson Fund; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:34
Tommy Thompson Benefit Update; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:33
Toy, Lyda; fall 88 vol.1 no.5:5
Trayham, Mac; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:9-11

Utah
• Salt Lake City; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:18-26

Virginia
• Blacksburg; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:9-11
• Blue Ridge Mountains; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:25-26
• Carroll County; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:3-8
• Galax; spring 89 vol.1 no.7:15-21, winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:10, winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:18-19, winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:24-30, winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:31+
• Grayson County; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:3-8 summer 88 vol.1 no.4:12-16
• Laurel Fork; summer 91 vol.2 no.8:16-21
• Patrick County; spring 89 vol.1 no.7:32, summer 88 vol.1 no.4:20-22
• Russell County; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:10-14+
• Scott County; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:22-24

Virginia/Kentucky Borderlands; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:12-15
Vittek, Jenny Cleland - author “A Summer in Fat City”; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:22-24
Wagener, Richard - author “Sweet’s Mill Notes”; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:35
Walden, Charlie; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:16
Walden, Charlie and Chirps Smith - authors “Mid-America Old-Time Fiddling Championship & Convention, Mid-America Old-Time Fiddlers Contest, Bethel Missouri, June 16-18, 1995”; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:23
Waldman, Ken - author “Poem for Tom and Sally”; fall 91 vol.3 no.1:18
Walke, Pat - author “Willow Folk Festival, Stockton, Illinois, Aug.10-11”; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:36
Walsh, Bob; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:12-13
Waltz, Forest; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:30-40

Ward, Fields; summer 88 vol.1 no.4:12-16

Ward, William L. - author “Guitar of Larry Hensley” (poem); winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:13

Washington
- Port Townsend; spring 94 vol.4 no.3:34-36
- Seattle; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:18-26

Washington, D.C.; summer 89 vol. 1 no. 8:10-12

Watson, Ora; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:12+

Watson, Williard; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:18-19

Weakley, Mark - author “Rosco C. Meyer: Arizona One Man Band”; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:14-16

Webster, Cory - author “Profile: The Deseret String Band”; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:12-13

Weidlich, Lorrie; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:20-28

Weiler, Patsy B. - author “Charles K. Wolfe: Bridge Builder”; fall 89 vol.2 no.1:10-12, “Grandpa Jones Appalachian Christmas”; winter 91-92 vol.3 no.2:19

Wells Family; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:24+

Wells, Mike - author “Wells Family of Howard County”; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:24+

West Virginia; summer 88 vol.1 no.4:30-31

West Virginia
- Clay County; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:36-41
- Clifftop; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:45-47
- Glenville; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:9-13+
- Pocahontas County; winter 95-96 vol.5 no.2:10-13
- Webster County; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:34-36

White Top Mountain Folk Festival; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:18-19

White, Ralph; fall 93 vol.4 no.1:11-13

Whitesides, Cathie - author “Let's Dance Weekend”; winter 97-98 vol. 6 no.2:10
Whitter, Henry; spring 93 vol.3 no.7:7-8

Williams, Bill; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:26-35

Williams, Dan; fall 87 vol.1 no.1:4-5

Williams, Lesley - author “One Dime Blues: An Interview with Etta Baker”; spring 90 vol.2 no.3:912

Williams, Toni - author “Starting a Community Dance”; winter 89-90 vol.2 no.2:4-5

Williams, Wayne; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:26-35

Wilson Brothers, Ray and Jerry; fall 90 vol.2 no.5:7-9

Wilson, Joe - author “Confessions of a Folklorist”; spring 90 vol.2 no.3:25-31

Wilson, Nile; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:16-17

Winchester, Faith Wagoner - author “Between Songs” - poems; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:16-17


Wolfe, Charles; fall 88 vol.1 no.5:5, fall 89 vol.2 no.1:10-12

Woodie, Ephraim; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:38-46, summer 96 vol.5 no.4:26-35

Woodie, Lawton; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:38-46

Words to Songs

- “Bangum and the Boar” (with notation) from the singing of Dee Hicks; summer 95 vol.4 no.8:43
- “Bravest Cowboy” from the singing of Tommy Jarrell and Julie Lyons; winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:21
- “California“ by Chad Crumm; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:32-33
- “Cy Ample” from the singing of the Durham Family; summer 97 vol.5 no.8:36
- “Drunkard’s Dream” from the singing of Kay Justice and Ginny Hawker; winter
93-94 vol.4 no.2:33

- “Every Bush and Tree” by Otis Pierce; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:38
- “Fall On My Knees” from the singing of Fred Cockerham; winter 87-88 vol.1 no.2:21
- “God Gave Noah the Rainbow Sign” from the singing of Tommy Jarrell; spring 88 vol.1 no.3:21
- “Goodbye To My Stepstone” from the singing of Jody Stecher and Kate Brislin; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:50
- “How Many Biscuits Can You Eat” from the Coon Creek Girls; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:44
- “I’ve Endured” by Ola Belle Reed; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:43
- “Likes Likker Better Than Me” by the Woodie Brothers; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:49
- “Lonesome Cowgirl’s Blues” by Jeanie McLerie; winter 96-97 vol.5 no.6:34
- “Old Gray Mare” from Frank and Ed Blevins; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:31
- “Old Joe Clark”; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:32
- “Omie Wise” from the singing of Dolly Greer; spring 97 vol.5 no.7:25
- “Palomita Mensajera” from the singing of Frannie Leopold and Cynthia Llano; fall 96 vol. 5 no.5:38
- “Sweet’s Mill Blues” by Sam Chatmon; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:39
- “Tempy” from the singing of Tommy Jarrell; summer 93 vol.3 no.8:31
- “The Dying Mother” from the Carter Family; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:43
- “Weary Prodigal Come” from the singing of Kay Justice and Ginny Hawker; winter 93-94 vol.4 no.2:34
- “Wild Hog in the Woods” from the Fuzzy Mountain String Band; spring 95 vol.4 no.7:37
- “Will My Mother Know Me There?” from the Carter Family; summer 92 vol.3 no.4:44
- “William Hall” from the singing of Lawton Woodie; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:44

Worth, Lynn - author “The Denton Dance Story”; summer 98 vol. 6 no.4:12

Wright, Jack - author “Only Remembered for What He Has Done: 'Dock' Boggs”; fall 98 vol. 6 no.5:24

Wyatt, Marshall - author “The Music Has Always Held Sway: An Interview with Bob Pinson”; summer 98 vol. 6 no.4:15; fall 98 vol. 6 no.5:16

Wyatt, Marshall - author “Frank & Eleanor”; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:18-19, “I Never Heard Such a Rattlin’ Bunch: The Story of Frank Blevins and His Tar Heel Rattlers”; spring 91 vol.2 no.7:14-20, “‘Governor Al Smith for President’: The Story of the Carolina Night Hawks”; winter 92-93 vol.3 no.6:26-30, “Pockets of Eccentricity: An Interview with Terry Zwigoff”; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:24-32, “Music From ‘The Lost Provinces’, Part One”; spring 96 vol.5 no.3:38-45, “Music From The ‘Lost Provinces’, Part Two”; summer 96 vol.5 no.4:26-35

Wyoming; winter 88-89 vol.1 no.6:13-14

York, Albert; summer 90 vol. 2 no. 4:27-31

Youmans, Julie - author “Lena Jones Hughes”; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:19, “Missouri Folk Arts Program”; fall 94 vol.4 no.5:38, “Vesta Wilson Johnson”; winter 94-95 vol.4 no.6:22

Zither-like Instruments; summer 94 vol.4 no.4:30-31

Zwigoff, Terry; fall 95 vol.5 no.1:24-32

On a personal note, it’s been a pleasure to be involved in indexing the articles because of the fine quality of information provided and the variety of topics covered in the world of old-time music.-B.K. Barbara Kuhns is a librarian from Dayton, Ohio and plays the fiddle with the Corndrinkers and with Will Keys.